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According to the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS), at
least 95% of all State prisoners will be released back into their communities at some
point in time (Hughes & Wilson, 2002). This portion of the U.S. population continues to
grow each year. Data suggests that 650,000 prisoners are released annually in the United
States, although prisons across the nation remain overcrowded, state and federal prison
system spending continually increases, and crime has everything but deterred (Bassford,
2008). In fact, if incarceration rates remain the same, it is estimated that a staggering 1
out of every 15 people will spend time in prison at some point during their lifetime
(International Institute for Alcohol Awareness, 2006).
Recidivism, according to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, includes crime
committed during the three-year period immediately following a prisoner's release that
cause them to be rearrested, reconvicted, resentenced to prison, or returned to prison with
or without a new sentence. All four characteristics are used to measure the recidivism
rate in the United States. The most comprehensive recidivism study was conducted by
BJS, tracking 272,111 former inmates for three years following their 1994 release from
prison in 15 states. Within three years, nearly 70% of these ex-offenders were rearrested,
with nearly 50% reconvicted for a new crime, over 25% resentenced to prison for a new
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crime, and more than 50% returned to prison for a new crime or for violating a term of
their parole such as failing a drug test or missing an appointment with their parole officer
(Langan & Levin, 2002).
Property and drug offenses were the top two crime categories for which prisoners
were both initially released and rearrested. Of the almost 70% that reoffended within the
three year period, 61.7% of them were rearrested for violent crime (Langan & Levin,
2002). The Pew Center on the States and the Association of State Correctional
Administrators (Pew/ASCA) conducted a follow-up study from 1999-2002 and
2004-2007 to gain a national perspective on U.S. recidivism rates, to expound upon the
BJS study that only covered 15 states. The Pew/ASCA study found that approximately
45% of ex-offenders released from prison in both 1999 and 2004 returned to prison
within three years for either committing a new crime or violating a condition of their
release (Pew Center on the States, 2011).
Government agencies have begun looking to faith-based organizations for service
provision in areas such as mentoring, employment training and counseling (Bassford,
2008). According to Daggett et al (2008), existing literature suggests that recidivism can
be reduced by participation in structured religious programs. With the state of this
economy and federal funding reductions in public programming, most states now see the
need to take a closer look at ways to reduce correctional spending. Studies have proven
that recidivism reduction would save states millions of dollars per year, not to mention
reduce crime (Pew Center on the States, 2011).
Prison sentencing policies as well as recidivism reduction initiatives seem to
serve a multipurpose approach for policymakers to address this tremendous weight for
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communities. Instead of hit-or-miss practices, research has suggested that the
implementation of evidence-based practices (EBP), programs in prisons, and in probation
and parole operations can potentially reduce recidivism by as much as fifty percent. Lack
of EBP has shown to increase recidivism in cases where lower-risk offenders were
mismatched with intensive treatment programming. Another trend in successful ex-felon
reintegration is centered around prisoner release planning (Pew Center on the States,
2011; Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010).
Research suggests that careful pre-release preparation, as early as when the
prisoner is first admitted, can curve recidivism by carefully planning for that critical first
six months after release. Pre-release preparation includes activities such as community
supervision officers meeting with prisoners prior to release to plan their departure and
advise them of supervision expectations ahead of time. Conducting risk and needs
assessments have also proven to be a useful method of helping prisoners plan how to
avoid the factors that pose the greatest threat to their successful reintegration. Research
also shows that offering incentives for ex-felons to succeed is another way to promote
positive behavior (Pew Center on the States, 2011; Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010).
Regardless of which method states investigate and employ to address the national
plague of ex-felon reintegration; input directly from ex-felons must be included in the
remedy. Often times, their perspective is left out of the equation, yet, they are the ones
who have to bare the repercussions of the laws created. There is clear indication from
previous studies that ex-felons who participate in reentry programs have a greater
likelihood of successful reintegration (Bassford, 2008).
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Reentry programs with adequate tracking mechanisms can utilize their client base
to study what is helping ex-felons who surpass the three-year recidivism mark. More
research must be conducted on what ex-felons find most helpful and most harmful to
their successful community reintegration. This approach not only gains the target
population's perspective but also gives them a chance to speak for themselves with a
voice that has been disregarded long enough.
Statement of the Problem
Studies have shown what is most beneficial to the prisoner being released back
into their home community, and to the community receiving them. The federal
government spends millions of dollars per year to fund programs especially designed to
reintegrate these ex-felons back into society. However, to date, the recidivism rate has
changed very little. The opportunities for ex-felons to obtain the bare necessities needed
to aide their successful reintegration - food, employment, and shelter - are becoming
more limited than ever. As faith-based organizations are provided with more resources to
expand their services, meeting the needs of their communities can play a pivotal role in
successfully rehabilitating ex-felons. A proven successful model to show these
organizations how to accomplish this insurmountable feat would undoubtedly be most
efficient and cost effective at this point in time.
The primary focus of this study is to explain how a nontraditional faith-based
program has demonstrated successful rehabilitation of some of the toughest criminals in
their community. Based on the findings of this study, recommendations for U.S. policy
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makers, programs, and social workers will also be provided for consideration in how to
efficiently and effectively support faith-based reentry programming.
As a result of the abundant resources available to the U.S., it is expected that the
handling of problems such as these would be far better than our counterparts across the
world. But this is certainly not proven to be the case. In fact, with the millions of dollars
spent in post-release programs, "weed and seed" community revitalization projects,
workforce development, substance abuse and mental health treatment, residential reentry
programs and the like; the U.S. should not continue to lead the world with its
significantly high incarceration rate. But it has been for over 30 years (The Sentencing
Project, 2006).
With an incarceration rate of 737-751 per 100,000 U.S. residents, the European
country of Russia is second in line with 611 per 100,000. The U.S. Virgin Islands are not
that far behind, with an incarceration rate of 521 per 100,000 residents. Other
industrialized countries that are somewhat lower are Cuba with 487 per 100,000 and
South Africa with 335 per 100,000. Other significantly lower countries include Mexico at
196 per 100,000; England/Wales at 148 per 100,000; Australia at 126 per 100,000;
Canada at 107 per 100,000; and Japan at 62 per 100,000, to name a few comparisons
(The Sentencing Project, 2006; Wakefield & Uggen, 2010).
It is clear that the transition from prison to a semi-restricted environment, called
freedom, is difficult. Especially for those who have been incarcerated over an extended
period of time where laws, technology, people, economic conditions, music, personal
relationships, and just about everything else has changed. In an extremely significant
study on ex-prisoners, Visher and Travis (2003) made several pertinent observations that
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are critical to the U.S. understanding how the reintegration process directly relates to
decreasing recidivism and inevitably, its incarceration rate. Most importantly, the pair
suggested that; although the social environment of the ex-prisoner is terribly important,
the individual's circumstances prior to incarceration and experiences during incarceration
are just as crucial as the post-release period, in determining the best way to help them
reintegrate into society.
Consistent with a majority of the ex-offender reentry literature, comprehensive
rehabilitation is imperative for reintegration to be successful. Although not all ex-felons
may respond well to faith-based programs, government agencies have recognized that
these programs can potentially reduce recidivism through sustaining a loving, patient,
and nurturing relationship with the group that typically receives it the least from their
community (Bassford, 2008).
One faith-based organization has grown to become the largest church in Europe,
and increasingly known for their rehabilitation work in the community. The Embassy of
the Blessed Kingdom of God for All Nations (or "Embassy of God"), in Kiev, Ukraine,
has successfully rehabilitated thousands of ex-prisoners over the past 17 years of
operating a project called the Adaptation and Social Rehabilition Center. This is but one
of the hundreds of social work projects established by their ministry (Asamoah-Gyadu,
2009).
Embassy of God not only seeks to house and train these individuals, but they
purposefully do this, and so much more, without any government funding. The
philosophy that spiritual transformation is the only penetrating force that can cause a
person to truly change, from the inside out, is what drives the success of the Adaptation
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and Social Rehabilitation Center. There are lessons that not only the faith-based
community can learn from the effectiveness of Embassy of God's programming, but that
the U.S. government could learn in how to best support the number of organizations
committed to helping ex-felons reestablish themselves in communities across this
country.
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this study was to explain the nontraditional faith-based
factors that ex-felons found most helpful in their process of successfully reintegrating
into communities in Kiev, Ukraine. This study was also designed to explain how
participants in the Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center were
successfully reintegrated. Based on the findings of the study, recommended best practices
were drawn for U.S. policy makers to consider how to efficiently and effectively support
faith-based programs seeking to reduce recidivism in the United States.
Research Questions
The research questions that produced descriptive statistics for the study were as
follows:
1. Do ex-felons respond better to the prospect of spiritual transformation than the
fear of punishment?
2. Does the structure of the adaptation and rehabilitation process reduce recidivism?
The research question that produced test statistics for the study was as follows:
3. Is there an association between ex-felons staying out of prison and having their
sense of self-worth restored through Center participation?
Hypothesis
The null hypothesis for the study was as follows:
1. There is no statistically significant relationship between ex-felons staying out of
prison and having their sense of self-worth restored through Center participation.
Significance of the Study
Hundreds of thousands of men and women return to communities across this
country, after spending a significant number of years in a completely controlled
environment. There is very little decision-making required during this period of time.
Then it is expected of them to obtain housing in an environment that is in better
condition than the one they left, in addition to finding and maintaining a job and
checking in with parole or probation, if necessary. If mental health or substance abuse
issues exist; ex-felons are also expected to acquire adequate transportation to maintain
regularly scheduled doctor's appointments and take medication as prescribed. At the
same time, it is only presumed that an ex-felon should be working to repair broken
relationships and establish new healthier ones upon release, as well. After all, research
studies suggest that a strong support system is imperative to the success of ex-felons
(Jacob Arriola, Braithwaite, Holmes, & Fortenberry, 2007; Bassford, 2008).
hi order to begin the process of successfully reintegrating into the community in
which an ex-felon is returned to, it is understandable that their basic needs of food,
clothing, and shelter should be accounted for. Otherwise, survival mode is inevitable. If
an ex-felon has not secured adequate housing or stable employment from prison, two
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probabilities can be justifiably surmised: the individual will become homeless and will
likely reoffend within two years of his or her release (Bassford, 2008; Rhodes, 2008).
Although existing literature suggests that recidivism can be reduced by
participation in structured religious programs (Bassford, 2008), organizations can only
encourage employers to hire persons who are easily assumed to be a continued threat due
to an existing criminal record. Ex-felons have to be prepared for negative community
perceptions, the pressures associated with returning to the community, and avoidance of
risky people and places of the past. If these pre-release preparations are not made, then
the burden of these realities will fall solely on the ex-felon alone, or the reentry program
offering help. Programs must be adequately equipped to handle the overwhelming needs
of today's ex-felon because overcoming the significant barriers to successful reentry can
be terribly challenging (Bassford, 2008).
This study will shed some light on factors that ex-felons find most beneficial to
their successful reintegration into society, for the benefit of policy makers and program
administrators alike. The key to reducing recidivism rates, specifically, and incarceration
rates, overall, is a proven model that has demonstrated success in ex-felon reentry. It is
also critical to the cost-effective and efficient support of faith-based reentry programs by
public and private funding agencies. With the millions of taxpayer dollars spent annually
to reintegrate ex-felons, there must be an increase in a sense of community safety and
preparedness to receive these individuals once released, in conjunction with the reduction
of crime. The application of successful reintegration of ex-felons is by far, more




The purpose of presenting a review of the literature is to gather relevant existing
literature that will set the foundation for this study. This review contains both current and
classic scholarly writings that cover a breadth of the most significant findings related to
ex-felon reentry.
For the purpose of this review and collectively, this study; the terms "ex-felon";
"ex-offender"; and "ex-prisoner" are used interchangeably. In order to ensure that a
common knowledge base of the general terms involved is established, the following key
definitions are provided, according to Merriam-Webster, Inc. (n.d.), Merriam-Webster's
Dictionary of Law (n.d.), and Hughes & Wilson (2002):
1. ex: a prefix/preposition meaning "out of, " "from, " or indicating aformer title or
status.
2. felon: one who had committed an offense, such as murder or burglary, ofgraver
character than a misdemeanor, and commonly punishable by imprisonmentfor
more than one year in the U.S.
3. integrate: to incorporate into a larger unit or to end the segregation ofand bring
into equal membership in society.
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4. misdemeanor: a crime that carries a less severe punishment than afelony;
specifically: a crime punishable by afine and by a term ofimprisonment not to be
served in a penitentiary and not to exceed one year.
5. offender: to violate or transgress (a criminal, religious, or moral law).
6. recidivism: measured by criminal acts that result in the rearrest or return to
prison during the three-yearperiod immediatelyfollowing the prisoner's release.
7. reintegration: to integrate again into an entity or to restore to unity.
In its totality, this review covers ex-felon rehabilitation efforts in the United
States (U.S.), including the existing incarceration and recidivism rates, prisoner reentry,
barriers to reentry, and program models for successful ex-felon reentry. The significance
of internal versus external motivation, community influence and support, and
government partnerships and resources in faith-based rehabilitation in the U.S. is also
included in this review. In order to establish a general understanding about the selected
population and research site for this study, a historical perspective on the European
country of Ukraine and the work of The Embassy of the Blessed Kingdom of God for All
Nations (or "Embassy of God") are reviewed as well.
Ex-felon Reentry in the United States
Current literature suggests a clear increase in the number of individuals being
released from prisons back into the community. The staggering approximation of
650,000 (Bassford, 2008) to 700,000 (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010; Wakefield & Uggen,
2010) ex-offenders reentering communities across the U.S. has drawn the attention of
many state and federal legislators in pursuit of a much needed systemic change.
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However, the degree of change that can occur is restricted by the current legislative
policies that create so many barriers for ex-felons, limiting their access to services and
resources (Pogorzelski et al., 2005; Bassford, 2008).
Reentry requirements include housing, employment, identification, transportation,
substance abuse, health or mental health treatment, relationship development, food and
clothing (Bassford, 2008). Unlike the focus of most studies related to ex-felon reentry,
Visher and Travis (2003) suggest that the most comprehensive understanding ofhow to
best help with this transition encompasses the life-course framework related to four
significant stages in every prisoner's life experience. The pair advise scholars and
practitioners to focus on the individual's situation prior to prison, to include their work
history, substance abuse or mental health history, family structure, prior criminal history,
and other characteristics such as these.
Secondly, the individual's experiences during prison can be very valuable to how
well they can be expected to adjust immediately after prison. Considering the length of
time spent in prison, participation in enrichment or treatment programs, the type of
confinement the individual was confined in, the types of contact, if any, with family
members, and if any prerelease preparation took place all play a critical role in the
transition process (Visher & Travis, 2003).
Similarly, it is common knowledge that a prisoner's interaction with other
prisoners are significant as well. This appears to be one known gap in the literature.
Healthy relationships can be formed through interactions with various faith-based
ministries, church groups, AA or NA groups, or connections with family or community
members located in the same institution. In fact, research has shown that some level of
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success in reenrty programs can be attributed to the connected formed while prisoners are
still locked up (Bassford, 2008).
Unhealthy relationships are also common to the prison setting. Gang activity,
sexual harassment and assault, and other abusive experiences can severely traumatize
individuals prior to release. There is a serious need to further examine how these
experiences impact the functionality of ex-felons during reentry (Visher & Travis, 2003;
Geiger 2006).
The third critical stage highlighted by Visher and Travis (2003) is the period
immediately after release, when positive community contacts are indispensable. Other
crucial considerations include the availability of transition assistance, housine, and
family to support the returing offender. This experience can be very positive for the ex-
felon, or understandably, quite negative. If family relationships have been severed and
very little attention has been given to prerelease preparation; this can be an uneasy and
scary period.
The fourth and final experience that should be examined concerns reintegration
experiences that occur over the first few months following release. How ex-felons are
received by family members, peer influences and pressures, employment opportunities
available, social service provision, and community supervision through half-way houses,
probation or parole, if applicable, are all vital factors in the equation at this point.
Whether or not these experiences are encouraging and supportive, or hopeless and
pessimistic make all the difference (Visher & Travis, 2003).
The crisis of the state and federal correctional systems have warranted an
increased response from local organizations willing to help. Several program models
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have been deemed successful in addressing the needs of returning ex-prisoners. However,
even with government agencies calling upon the faith-based community for specialized
aid, it is unclear why the success of these programs have not correlated to a reduction in
incarceration nor recidivism rates (Bassford, 2008).
Pilot reentry initiatives throughout the country have encouraged governing bodies
to consider two very key observations in support of reintegrating ex-offenders. One
critical factor being the need for offenders to engage in pre-release preparation to reenter
the community, and the other; a growing conclusion that communities need to be better
prepared to receive such a large number of them. As a result, authorities have since
sought the collaborative support of community-based service providers, faith-based
organizations, and other informal partnerships are needed to aid families with
reintegrating offenders (Taxman et al., 2003).
The agencies that embody the criminal justice system - law enforcement, the
courts, jails, prisons, probation offices and parole boards - have realized that long-term
offender changes cannot be sustained by their work alone. Neither can families be
expected to carry the enormous burdens associated with helping an ex-offender "get back
on his or her feet" (Taxman et al., 2003).
Community members express legitimate public safety concerns that arise when
ex-prisoners come home with continued or new criminal behaviors, new or pre-existing
mental health and/or substance abuse issues, and the stigma of having a criminal record
(Taxman et al., 2003).
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Incarceration Rates
The U.S. has the highest rate of incarceration in the world (The Sentencing
Project, 2011), through which, increasing recidivism rates only add more fuel to the fire.
The unprecedented rise in punitive actions in this country have drawn much attention to
the stratification of social inequalities. Regarding incarceration, these known disparities
lead to diffential exposure to police, a greater conviction likelihood, and disparate
sentencing patterns for some, moreso than others.
Incarceration observations are directly correlated to the large percentage of
prisoners released annually. In fact, researchers have determined that incarceration has
become a huge racial, ethnic and socioeconomic divide between the advantaged and
disadvantaged in several areas, such as education, employment and politics, to name a
few. America's surge in incarceration rates have prompted attention to the far-reaching
impact of such disadvantages as the educational attainment of children with incarcerated
parents, as well as the transmission of infectious diseases after release (Wakefield &
Uggen,2010).
Studies have shown that long periods of incarceration have serious psychological
consequences on an inmate. Depending on the length of confinement, it is not surprising
that an inmate can become disconnected from his or her family, friends, and community.
The longer someone is locked up, the less frequent visitations can be; thereby destroying
relationships and causing the inmate to feel alone or forgotten. Job skills and
employment options also lessen when a person is locked up for extended periods of time
(Visher & Travis, 2003).
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Sure there are certain skill sets that can be acquired while in prison, but a work
history with one or more long gaps in it will still create barriers for an ex-felon.
Therefore, even when training programs are available to inmates, the time spent in prison
will still be reflected on their job application, one way or another. Yet, if a lengthy prison
sentence does not create a long gap in employment, there is still the issue of informing
the employer that there has been a prior conviction of a crime. Research has shown that,
even when they meet all other qualifications; ex-offenders can be immediately eliminated
from an applicant pool based on the affirmation of being convicted of a crime. Hence,
another reason why U.S. incarceration remains at an all time high. Employment is one of
the essential elements to successful reentry and if gainful employment cannot be secured,
then it should be expected that an ex-felon will do whatever else it takes to survive
(Henry, 2008).
One of the startling facts about this population is that, for the first time in the
history of the U.S., the prison population has had a higher rate of AIDS infections than
the general population since 1991 (Jacob Arriola et al., 2007). In addition to HIV and
AIDS, hepatitis C and tuberculosis are also infectious diseases transmitted at a higher
rate within prison populations, and have a significant impact on an inmate's ability to
care for themselves upon release. Whether contracted prior to or while in prison, matters
less than how the prisoner will be able to take care of this fatal health condition upon
reentry into the community (Geiger, 2006).
For such a major public health threat as this is to communities across the country,
not only must prisoners be equipped with the referral sources to get the help needed once
released; but communities and service organizations must also be equipped with the
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resources to ensure that ex-felons understand the importance of engaging in healthy
lifestyle choices upon release. Doing so would significantly reduce the risk of them
spreading these diseases through unprotected sexual intercourse with unsuspecting
partners, continued intravenous drug usage and other risky lifestyle behaviors, or even
mistaken carelessness during recreational activity (Geiger, 2006).
Recidivism Rates
Nearly 450,000 ex-felons commit additional crimes annually, and return to prison
following their initial release, qualifying them as repeat offenders (Bassford, 2008). For
example, a national study revealed that among prison releases between 1994 and 2007,
approximately 50% of ex-offenders return to prison (Hughes & Wilson, 2002; Wakefield
& Uggen, 2010; Pew Center on the States, 2011).
More specifically, several studies have shown that approximately two-thirds of
released offenders are rearrested within three years of their initial release, for mostly
felonies (International Institute for Alcohol Awareness, 2006; Bassford, 2008; Brown,
2011). That number breaks down to about 30% of all ex-offenders being rearrested
within six months, 40% after one year, and nearly 60% within two years of release
(Knollenberg & Martin, 2008).
Research suggests that stronger economic conditions demonstrate a decrease in
property and violent crimes connected to prisoner reentry. This is directly connected to
employment opportunities, which are severely diminished for those with felony
convictions and in neighborhoods that tend to receive more offenders back after
incarceration. This places ex-felons at a greater disadvantage than most, when returning
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to areas where times are hard and jobs are scarce. Several studies show that in tough
economic times, employers are far more discriminatory than usual, and a majority will
not even consider hiring applicants with a criminal history (Harmon & DeFina, 2010).
Groundbreaking research on the effects of incarceration have proven that lengthy
prison sentences are connected to higher recidivism rates in both high-risk and low-risk
offenders. Therefore, the longer a person is incarcerated; there is a greater likelihood that
he or she will return to prison within the first three years of release. Additional studies
explain that a person's ability to readjust to normal life is impacted when people are
exposed to long periods of the harsh, impersonal conditions of institutionalization
(Visher & Travis, 2003; Geiger, 2006).
The trauma of inmate violence and sexual assault that the culture of incarceration
is notorious for; topped with excessive force or solitary confinement in correctional
disciplinary practices is known to leave a devastating impression on people. There are
several psychological and emotional implications of how these conditions affect an
inmate, then to add on the pressure of preparing for life after prison can potentially make
an inmate excited yet afraid of leaving the environment they've grown accustomed to.
All things considered, the immediate decisions needed to set a successful course of
reentry can be significantly impaired by the mental, physical, psychological and
emotional state of the inmate upon release. Consequently, one can better understand the
looming route to reintegration or recidivism, if adequate assistance is not readily
available and easily accessible (Visher & Travis, 2003; Geiger, 2006).
Overall, trends in the literature admit that the long term unintended consequences
of the short term punishment and seclusion that incarceration provides are far more
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impactful on the community when these individuals are released from prison. Therefore,
successful reentry is an imminent triumph or tragedy for everyone, not simply the
ex-offender alone. Public animosity and mistrust are caused by the high crime rates at
one end, and the enormous amount of taxpayer dollars spent on the prison system at the
other. However, with recidivism rates skyrocketing, reentry failure costs the country
approximately 40 billion; which is money that could be used for education or healthcare
needs (Bassford, 2008).
Barriers to Reentry
According to Jacob Arriola et al. (2007) and Knollenberg and Martin (2008), the
first month is the most critical period for a released inmate. The environment in which an
ex-felon is released into will have either a positive or negative impact on their ability to
thrive. Ex-felons have indicated that emotional support and housing assistance matter
most during this period of time. Therefore, research suggests that programs geared
toward helping families better support and reconnect with loved ones coming home from
prison is most beneficial in ensuring successful reintegration.
Many families need social services to help them rebuild healthy relationships with
ex-felons because of the embarrassment or possibly victimization caused by the crime
committed. Overcoming broken family ties and destroyed relationships can be very
challenging for ex-felons and their families (Bassford, 2008; International Institute for
Alcohol Awareness, 2006; Visher & Travis, 2003).
But this has been proven to reduce the chances of recidivism; therefore, a
significant investment of effort must be made in this regard. Secondly, the physical
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environment in which an ex-felon returns to is usually connected to illegal activity that
serves as an overbearing temptation to use drugs or engage in illicit activity. Therefore,
stable housing in safe communities help to minimize the least amount of temptation that
puts ex-felon's at risk to reoffend (Knollenberg & Martin, 2008).
There are several systemic barriers to ex-felon self-sufficiency that make
successful reentry an insurmountable feat. Reentry barriers include few employment
opportunities, employment restrictions and lack of training, scarce resources in
low-income communities, unaffordable housing, discrimination, access to healthcare or
affordable healthcare, public resentment and mistrust, prior addictions and/or mental
health issues, technological and societal advancements beyond their comprehension, and
state and federal laws created to restrict ex-felons (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010;
Bassford, 2008; International Institute for Alcohol Awareness, 2006).
Social service agencies can assist with job training and transportation to
healthcare facilities, per se; however, these direct services have no bearing on whether or
not an employer will trust an ex-felon enough to hire them. Nor will it impact their right
to vote if it is restricted; therefore, the ex-felon cannot participate in the political process
that may result in a new healthcare bill that reduces the cost of healthcare to a price that
they could eventually afford to pay. Overall, government approval of increased
availability of criminal records in recent years has essentially doubled the barriers created
by allowing public and private sources access to discriminatory information (Geiger,
2006).
Similarly, there are several vocational training programs offered in prisons across
the country, that prisoners actively participate in and "graduate" from. Alternatively,
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these certifications become null and void upon release because of government policies
prohibiting occupational licensing in the very arena for which the felon has undergone
professional training. Additional restrictions with respect to affording housing, public
assistance for food and education, and driving privilege all place particularly heavy
burdens on struggling families and underfunded community agencies to take care of
these ex-offenders, rather than structuring society to help them become more self-
sufficient after incarceration (Geiger, 2006).
Ex-offender marginalization has become one of the more pervasive barriers to
reentry in the U.S. Geiger (2006) highlights the impact of popular media sensationalizing
the negative stereotypes associated with criminality, the criminalization of poverty,
mental illness and addiction, and government initiatives such as the "War on Drugs" that
further marginalize these individuals, potentially, for the remainder of their lives. For
these and other reasons, Geiger argues that ex-offenders inevitably become treated as a
"suspect class" which prevents them from being fully accepted back into the community.
This distorted perception can be attributed to popular culture's promotion of
images that present all criminals in the same barbaric and hedonistic fashion,
perpetuating fear and mistreatment of individuals who may be trying to lead a new life
once released from prison. Furthermore, unless implemented on a state level, there are no
substantial civil legal protections that stop society at-large from lumping all ex-offenders
in the same immoral category altogether, no matter what their criminal history entails.
However, even with state legislation that provides equal employment protection
regardless of criminal history, for example; the law cannot change a person's perspective
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of an ex-offender once it's been oversaturated with these other threatening images
(Geiger, 2006).
Only raising awareness and accurate dissemination of information can have that
influence on community perception, hopefully resulting in a greater acceptance and true
freedom for these members of society. The larger implication here suggests that, if
approximately one in five people in the U.S. have a criminal history, a large and larger
group of people are being treated as second-class citizens and this disenfranchisement
that stigmatizes hundreds of thousands of people puts entire communities at risk of
continued victimization if these individuals should reoffend (Geiger, 2006).
Another reason why ex-felons do not fare successful in community reentry is due
to their lack of commitment, and even resistance, to the changes required of them.
Transitioning into the "free world" from a strictly controlled environment takes a lot of
hard work. Resisting or avoiding old people, places, and habits can be a huge challenge
to ex-felons, especially if unprepared. Reentry programs that strengthen support to
ex-offenders in this area by role-playing realistic situations that present temptation for his
or her former lifestyle tend to help them overcome these challenges. The lifestyle
changes required to engage in crime-free associations and activities, amidst the other
challenges that confront this population upon return to the community are best negotiated
with a stable support network (Taxman et al., 2003).
The faith-based community has proven to be a steady resource in helping
ex-felons to resist former lifestyle choices in order to build new and healthier ones.
Research shows that with strong support systems in place to help meet basic needs for
housing, employment, and access to medical and mental health services, etc., ex-felons
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may become less likely to engage in illegal and unhealthy behavior upon release (Jacob
Arriola et al., 2007).
The common practice of relying primarily on the formal and informal agencies
and organizations responsible for the social control of ex-offenders - namely parole and
probation - has failed to provide the adequate means to successfully reintegrate them
upon release. The resource-intensive strategies and networks necessary to perform these
tasks are simply not available to these offices (Taxman et al., 2003). This is merely one
indication of the reasons why about one third of annual incarcerations are a result of
parole and other supervised release violations (Knollenberg & Martin, 2008).
Program Models for Successful Ex-felon Reentry
While the current literature does not suggest one conceptual model to tie the
collaborative framework recommended for successful ex-offender reentry together, the
general consensus revolves around an integrated model as the best practice (Taxman et
al., 2003; Jacob Arriola et al., 2007; Bassford, 2008; Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010; Pew
Center on the States, 2011).
According to Taxman et al. (2003), real systematic change requires organizations
to think outside the box when it comes to reentry practices. A more coordinated and
collaborative method is needed to build a sustainable support system for ex-offenders. A
coordinated effort to provide treatment, healthcare, education services, and assistance
with finding housing and employment has the potential to reduce inter-organizational
conflicts and depulication of services, while enhancing the use of already limited
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program funding. The Taxman et al. study describes one such effort made by the Office
of Justice Programs' (OJP) Reentry Partnership Initiatives (RPI).
The 1999 RPI project involved corrections, probation/parole, law enforcement
agencies, victim advocate organizations, treatement facilities, housing agencies, and
other community groups. Sites in eight different states were selected to participate in this
demonstration project, each with unique target populations, staff and organizational
structures and resources, yet committed to a shared goal of building a better reentry
structure for their communities (Taxman et al., 2003).
This initiative used a model similar to the Altschuler and Armstrong (1994)
intensive aftercare model used with high-risk juveniles released from detention. The key
components of this reentry model involved three steps: the institutional phase, the
structured reentry phase, and the community reintegration phase. Although the steps are
directly interwoven, they have distinct characteristics that are each critical to providing
seamless support to the reentry process. The expected outcome was that these integrated
efforts would increase the ex-offender's productivity, accountability, and desired
contribution to their community (Taxman et al., 2003).
The outcomes of this landmark evaluation found that it is most beneficial to begin
the prisoner reentry process at the beginning of phase one, the institutional phase.
Preparing offenders to return from prison upon entry can take place by simply assessing
their risks, needs, and strengths in order to implement a treatment plan. It is suggested
that the seond phase, structured reentry, begins prior to release and extends across the
first month or so in the community (Taxman et al., 2003).
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Intense preparation should take place, through the development of a reintegration
plan and stable associations in the community that they have been isolated from. This
step is extremely vital to the reentry process because establishing a truthful and realistic
reintegration plan with offenders has shown to reduce the risk of failure upon return to
the community. This helps the offender learn what he or she can expect once released, in
hopes that they will formulate a plan for dealing with certain situations that may likely
arrive. Ideally, this plan will keep them from putting themselves in harms way or from
being caught off guard (Taxman et al., 2003).
Most importantly, the reintegration plan must address how the ex-offender will
obtain food, shelter, and income, which are the bare necessities for survival. This
evaluation found that community involvement in the reintegration process, by way of
community supervision agents, social service providers, victim advocates, or appointing
guardians, advocates, or reparation panels to meet with the ex-offender, can build
motivation and readiness for change. These connections can also serve in a capacity to
keep the ex-offender accountable and positively engaged in the community (Taxman et
al., 2003).
In the final phase, community reintegration, ex-offenders should become
independent from the formal process and case management. The reintegration plan that
was completed in the prior phase should be updated now that the offender has been in the
community for over a month and able to fine tune their strengths, weaknesses and plans.
This phase can no longer be seen as the sole responsibility of probation or parole
supervision because these agencies simply lack sufficient resources to handle the myriad
of needs (Taxman et al., 2003).
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The responsibility of successful community reentry should instead, include
partnerships with non-governmental, faith-based, or other local service organizations and
supportive family members. This is where the singular focus of ex-offender reintegration
shifts to a plural focus of community reintegration. Ex-offenders must see a community
effort to provide the necessary skills training, counseling, treatment, healthcare, housing,
and/or any other needs that will aid in preventing failure, rather than the former model
which waits for the ex-offender to fail (Taxman et al., 2003).
Evidence-based practice in reentry proves that ex-offender reintegration is often
mired by the lack of resources, unclear roles and responsibilities, and/or conflicting goals
among all of the agencies vying to help. Research has shown that offender behavior can
change with individualized programs that meet the specifics needs of that person.
However, focus groups conducted at some of the RPI sites found common challenges
reported by ex-offenders that can be directly addressed by organizations providing
services. Social stigmas, acknowledging the pain caused to victims, family members, and
the community, doubting the ability to become self-sustaining, and ambiguity about
asking for help are specific needs of ex-offenders that can most certainly be used to guide
reeentry plans, even before the offender is released (Taxman et al., 2003).
Serin, Lloyd, and Hanby (2010) also propose a multi-faceted model that
intergrates the use of risk assessments, identification of need, correctional intervention,
probation and parole supervision, and aftercare for successful reentry. They argue that it
is only through the combined contributions of interdisciplinary efforts, will ex-offenders
truly become reintegrated into society. That being said, the conceptual model proposed
by Serin and his colleagues incorporate corrections, social work, addictions, and mental
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health practitioners all working with the ex-offender, his or her family, and the
community to ensure adaptation and reintegration.
In order to reduce criminal activity over time, required components include
assessment of the ex-offender's risk factors, internal and external change factors,
desistance factors, and commitment to change (see Figure 1). Since not all criminals fit
the same profile, it is ever important to do a better job in determining which ex-offenders
will need what, in order to help them to not reoffend. In this regard, policy that stunts
practitioners from getting ex-offender needs met must be discontinued as well (Serin,
Lloyd, &Hanby, 2010).
Over the past years of studying ex-offender reintegration, researchers agree that
some form of reentry assistance has more of a positive effect on successful reentry than
none at all. Little knowledge exists to explain which types of programs best suite which
ex-offenders, and under what circumstances. Many successful programs have been
studied, but with so many varying conditions, it is hard to pinpoint which ones are
working for what reasons. Additional factors that need further investigation include
the impact that program staff and offender motivation and readiness have on positive
ex-offender reentry outcomes. It is clear that most offenders desire or intend to change
negative behaviors and eventually do stop committing crime. But what helps ex-
offenders maintain behavior change throughout their life course is still poorly
understood. While some argue that external factors matter more than internal factors, or
vice versa, an empirical explanation is still needed (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010).
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Faith-based Rehabilitation Programs in the United States
Government agencies have begun looking to faith-based organizations for service
provision in areas such as mentoring, employment training and counseling because of the
resource capacity and natural fit of working with the faith-based community. Research
suggests that faith-based nonprofit organizations have played a significant role in
providing efficient services that help ex-offenders transition into the community much
better (Bassford, 2008).
Several faith-based non-profit organizations have been successful in reintegrating
ex-offenders back into communities across the U.S. For example. The Fort Wayne,
Indiana Weed and Seed collaborative between the government and faith-based service
providers has reduced recidivism by more than 22%, lowered crime by 13.5%, and saved
the Fort Wayne community appoximately two million dollars, by providing ex-felons
with housing, job training and family services. Meeting these basic needs are paramount
to successful reintegration (Bassford, 2008).
New York's Exodus Transitional Community has received tremendous support
and recognition for successfully reintegrating 99% of their program participants.
Reducing recidivism to 1 % would be a terrific accomplishment for such a world leader as
the United States. Memphis' Second Chance iniative resulted in a less than 1%
recidivism rate, whereas 4 out of 1,500 program participants rearrested over the three
year period following release (Bassford, 2008).
There are also instances where, because of a perceived federal government
failure, faith-based and local government partnerships have been created to fill the void.
In D.C., the Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency partnered with local
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churches and faith-based organizations to provide congregant mentors and transitional
services to ex-felons, without government funding. In this case, the government is
seen as an overall supervising body that is only capable of getting individuals through the
criminal justice system, and therefore, faith-based organization bear the brunt of service
provision upon release (Bassford, 2008).
As many models suggest, faith-based programs such as the Maryland Reentry
Partnership see fit to match prisoners with social services prior to release. Prerelease
planning allows offenders to secure transitional housing, education and job training, in
addition to counseling services through the relationships established by the faith-based
organization. The efforts of this faith-based collaboration with the prison system resulted
in successful reintegration of 70% of program participants (Bassford, 2008). Although a
30% recidivism rate for one program is still relatively high, it beats the national average
of approximately 45% (Pew Center on the States, 2011).
Hence, studies consistently support faith-based partnerships for ex-felon reentry.
The foundation of service provision readily available through most local congregations
and faith-based organizations immediately meet the needs of transitioning ex-offenders.
Churches and local faith-based organizations are known to be very familiar with their
communities, which is something that government is incapable of doing. For this reason
alone, these types of collaborations are necessary to provide that unique level of extra
support identified as a requirement of most ex-felons (Bassford, 2008).
Though there are many challenges associated with faith-based partnerships, such
as the lack of government accountability, coordination, funding, and liability; this holistic
type of emotional guidance and mental stability should be considered invaluable to the
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government and the community alike. Mounting evidence suggests that ex-felons who
participate in these types of reentry programs are more likely to get jobs and become
stablized and less likely to return to prison (Bassford, 2008).
Internal versus External Motivation
One of the leading speculations about the successful reentry efforts of faith-based
organizations is attributed to their focus on the internal person, more so than the external
factors influencing the person. Serin, Lloyd, and Hanby (2010) suggest that among other
factors, internal change and external change factors both play an integral part in
successful offender reentry.
Internal measures such as attitudes, beliefs, personality and a personal
commitment to change have a strong yet varying influence on the recidivism risk.
Another suggested internal motivation worth investigating is reported to be offender skill
and competencies that may influence reentry outcomes. One such study found that
offenders with better competencies, such as personal accountability and a need for
change, had much better reentry program participation. External factors such as a
supportive community, positive relationships and proactive supervision have been
associated with recidivism reduction. However, further investigation on the level of
effectiveness for external factors alone, and then, combined with all other factors
highlighted by Serin and his colleagues is needed. The greatest and most consistent
impact are most desirable (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010).
The prison system fails to adequately prepare prisoners for community reentry
(International Institute for Alcohol Awareness, 2006; Bassford, 2008). Considering the
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incarceration experience in its entirety, many believe that successful reentry relies
primarily on the internal drive and enthusiasm of the ex-felon him or herself. It is
commonly known that, with all due respect; external motivation, namely community
supervision with correlating consequences for violations, has not proven to be an
effective method for reducing recidivism (Knollenberg & Martin, 2008).
In fact, with all of the various techniques used to enforce community control,
from random drug testing and ankle monitoring to years of regularly scheduled
visitations with a probation officer, does not stop ex-offenders from returning to a
lifestyle of continued or occasional crime. Therefore, despite efforts to increase contact
between community supervisors and strategies developed to create more intensive
supervisory practices, communities must rely on other nontraditional methods to promote
reintegration (Knollenberg & Martin, 2008).
Family support is one of the most profound instruments of support and motivation
to an ex-offender. Several studies throughout the discourse in successful reentry literature
have found that inmates who remain in close contact with family members or friends
have better outcomes upon release. The level of support offered to an incarcerated friend
or family member has time and time again, proven to be a positive influence that puts
them ahead of those inmates considered to be "loners" (Visher & Travis, 2003).
But realistically, and depending on the length of a person's incarceration; how
many family members and friends are willing and able to offer continual support of a
loved one who have been convicted of a crime? Support requires financial resources
available to send to incarcerated loved ones, to accept collect telephone calls, and to
travel to visit them. Many prisoners come from families that lack the financial capacity to
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do these things, placing them at an automatic disadvantage in this regard. Upon release,
research has shown that family acceptance and encouragement offer a certain level of
emotional support for ex-felon's that propels them into greater success in employment
and remaining drug-free. This even impacts their motivation and optimism in
overcoming the hurdles to attain these accomplishments (Visher & Travis, 2003).
Visher and Travis (2003) found that many ex-prisoners want to become
contributing members in society, but because of their felony conviction cannot.
Depending on the specificities of the state, along with federal laws; voting, volunteering,
holding an elected office, and other forms of neighborhood involvement are typically
restricted for persons convicted of a felony. Therefore, the notion of "giving back" or
becoming a "responsible citizen" is very limited. Civic engagement exclusions such as
these, force ex-felons to remain "the outsider" once they return to the community. Being
treated as the outcast of a community does not motivate these individuals to reconnect to
it, but instead, is an understandable justification to disconnect from it.
Community Influence and Support
Threats to public safety, the cycle of crime and victimization, and draining
already scarce community resources are common concerns around ex-felon reentry. The
lasting impression of the original and reoccurring damage done to a community ridden
with crime can leave an unmistakable and understandably sour taste with people. Yet,
community support is one of the primary factors found to be a great asset to successful
reentry. With the recent influx of returning prisoners nationwide, society is beginning to
realize that major changes need to be made to the root causes of the problems embedded
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within the current prison system. Holistically, this is not something that can be
accomplished by the government, corrections, ex-offenders, or the community alone, but
collectively (Bassford, 2008).
An ex-felon may be received lovingly and supportively, by family and friends
who are able to encourage successful transition back home. While another returning
offender may very well be disconnected from their family, or have no immediate living
relatives to receive them. Other ex-offenders still, may be unable to return to their family
because of restraining orders or terms of probation, on the basis of certain relatives being
the actual victim.
In any event, there is always a need for the community, albeit a relative or an
organization, to receive ex-felons back into the community to help with transition
assistance. Community willingness to participate in the reentry process is essential to
successful reintegration in that, this is not something that an ex-offender can successfully
accomplish alone. Because of previous habits or addictions, current negative peer
associations, and the lack of resources available to ex-felons, it is critical for the
community as a whole to be as supportive and influential on the expected behavior of the
returning individual as possible. Limiting the amount of negative experiences and not
enabling criminal behavior are keys to supporting an ex-offender's reintegration (Visher
& Travis, 2003).
Taxman et al. (2003) highlight yet another key community concern related to an
ex-felon's connection to the community they once belonged to. Depending on the length
of incarceration, a large number of ex-felons may return to a community that looks
completely different from the place they once knew. Many communities have gone
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through the revitalization or gentrification process and therefore, have condominiums and
single family houses in the locations once habited by public housing projects.
Some ex-felons may not recognize their "home community" or its new residents.
This can be a traumatic shift for individuals to adjust to. On top of the other existing
issues that typically include lack of skill and experience to obtain gainful employment,
substance abuse or mental health problems, and/or damaged family relationships; the
obvious discomfort and disconnectedness associated with losing all attachments to one's
home community can truly become another stumbling block. People naturally have a fear
and resistance to change, so it is understandable that many ex-felons could very well
need help dealing with this demographic shift (Taxman et al., 2003).
Successful reentry programs have numerous benefits, not only for the community
but for the ex-felon as well, such as protecting the community from chances of future
victimization, ensuring that ex-felons pay restitution and meet parole requirements, and
helps reduce the rate of continued substance abuse and mental health incidences
(Bassford, 2008; International Institute for Alcohol Awareness, 2006).
Government Partnerships and Resources
An ex-offender's adjustment and reintegration into the community is just as
reliant upon state policies as it is on the local services available to assist with the
transition; the family support received upon release; and the positive or negative peer
influence eagerly awaiting their return. In addition to specific federal legislation, state
policy is what drives (or limits) the social service or faith-based organizations ability to
provide resources to ex-felons once released. While even if service providers actually
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possessed sufficient financial resources to assist ex-felons reentry into the community,
the statutory limitations that restrict their employability, housing, and other vital
functioning in society are non-negotiable (Visher & Travis, 2003; Bassford, 2008).
More specifically though, since there is such a large disparity among people of
color and whites rate of incarceration; it is critical to focus resources specifically on
impacted communities. Research trends indicate that one in three African American
males and one in six Latino males are expected to be incarcerated during the course of
their lifetime, which is two to five times greater than the expectation for white males. If
this is true, there must be an expectancy for two to five times as many ex-offenders to
return to the predominantly poorer communities of color in which they come from. This
suggests that these communitiess, especially, need to be well-equipped with resources to
receive and reintegrate individuals returning from prison. The realization that an
estimated ten percent of ex-offenders become homeless and between seventy to ninety
percent unemployed, has sparked a national outcry from communities pleading for
stronger government intervention (Geiger, 2006; Bassford, 2008; Knollenberg & Martin,
2008).
Historically, an ex-felon's transition after incarceration depended significantly on
the length and type of confinement (low-high security, solitary confinement, etc.), and
access to adequate treatment, counseling or healthcare (Taxman et al, 2003). As of late,
the question of whether or not the burden of successful reentry belongs to families,
communities, or the government has been a central focus. After all, the penitentiary was
not designed as a treatment facility, but as a place to warehouse deviant members of
society in need ofpunishment, retribution and separation for violating the law. Many
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believe that as public servants, it is the government's responsibility to do just that: serve
the needs of the public, whatever those needs may be (Bassford, 2008).
In more recent years, research has shown that rehabilitation is rising as the
dominating purpose of incarceration, primarily due to the increase in female correctional
staff and supportive administrators. However, correctional officers tend to remain of the
belief that retribution, incapacitation and deterrence are its primary purposes (Tewksbury
& Mustaine, 2008).
The personal perspectives on the goals and objectives of incarceration
fundamentally determine how policymakers support or undermine the efforts being made
to prepare them for life after incarceration. In fact, in 1970, John Irwin wrote a
groundbreaking book entitled The Felon, in which he posed a great challenge for
academicians to start taking a more critical look at the intricate process of reentry. Due to
society's concept of those who have served time for the crime in which they committed,
but after release, it becomes a label meant for them to wear for the rest of their lives
(Visher & Travis, 2003).
Only because of the tireless efforts of service agencies and prison reform
advocates over the past few years, have policymakers finally begun to seriously critically
think about strategies to better support the reintegration process. Government agencies
are also realizing that operating in the same way of past decades is costing states an
enormous amount of money (Bassford, 2008).
With a cross between the high costs of state correctional spending, and
community safety concerns; the "tough on crimes" lawmakers are rethinking the punitive
focus for more rehabilitative and evidence-based options. Serin and colleagues (2010) are
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among many who are starting to advocate for more systematic assessments and
implementation of services for ex-offenders. After decades of witnessing what does not
work, a push for creative collaborative efforts is believed to warrant promising outcomes
for ex-felons and the community alike. Nay-sayers argue that these practices focus too
much on offender deficits when trying to assess their needs, however, the literature has
not identified an alternative method in doing so (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010; Ward,
Melser, & Yates, 2007).
In as early as 2002, the federal government began spending more than $100
million annually to develop more effective reentry programs because of the grave nature
of this growing dilemma in the U.S. (Visher & Travis, 2003). Going Home: the Serious
and Violent Offender Reentry Initiative awarded 120 million dollars to 50 states to
implement reentry programs using a basic collaboration model with faith-based and other
non-profit organizations. Special emphasis was placed on the resources and experiences
of faith-based organizations, in being equipped to provide specific services to returning
offenders (Bassford, 2008).
The Second Chance Act of 2005: Community Safety Through Recidivism
Prevention is yet another effort to acknowledge and address the grave ex-offender reentry
problem facing the U.S. (Pogorzelski et al, 2005). The Ready4Work program, a 2003
Presidential Reentry Initiative, focused primarily on job training and placement because
employment is such a large factor in successful reentry. A majority of the nationwide
partnerships were established with faith-based organizations in communities with a high
number of returning offenders. In its first three years, over 50% of program participants
became gainly employed, while 5% of all participants returned to prison within the first
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year of their release (Bassford, 2008). Currently, state spending for corrections totals $52
billion annually, which is only second to state spending on Medicaid (Pew Center on the
States, 2011).
Other important collaborations include entities such as the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) partnered with the Health Resources and Services
Administration (HRSA) to fund the Corrections Demonstration Project (CDP) through
health departments, correctional facilities, and community-based service providers,
which target African Americans and other ethnic minorities disproportionately affected
by HIV/AIDS and disproportionately incarcerated, to improve the continuity of care for
HlV-infected inmates returning to the community (Jacob Arriola et al., 2007).
There are several models driving government partnerships today. Credited to
Gidron, Kramer and Salamon (1992), the government-dominant model allows the
government to be the chief funder, who also delivers human services. There is also the
third-sector-dominant model, which requires the non-profit sector to both finance and
deliver the services. Then there is a dual model that requires active involvement from
both the government and the non-profit sector, although they interact on a minimal basis.
The fourth model develoed by Gidron and colleagues is the collaborative model, which
views both sectors equally with overlapping roles; primarily with the government
financing the human services delivered by the non-profit sector. These relationships are
also described as supplementary, complementary or adversarial in nature when
attempting to meet the needs of the general public. Suffice it to say, there are hundreds of
non-profit organizations focused on successful ex-offender reintegration around the
country, usually guided by the collaborative model (Bassford, 2008).
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Ex-felon Rehabilitation and the European Country of Ukraine
A Historical Perspective
Ukraine was but one of the fifteen soviet socialist republics, formally named the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, but better known to most as the U.S.S.R. or USSR
or Soviet Union, established in 1917. In addition to Ukraine, the Soviet Union was made
up of Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belorussia (now Belarus), Estonia, Georgia (now Republic of
Georgia), Kazakhstan, Kirgiziya (now Kyrgyzstan), Latvia, Lithuania, Moldavia (now
Moldova), Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. Collectively, the Soviet
Union was the largest country in the world, with a diverse population of more than 100
nationalities represented throughout the nations (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011).
Under the Soviet Union's communistic leadership, the political, economic and
social environment was very authoritative and limiting of all outside or foreign influence.
In fact, most would attest that a bona fide criminal justice system was nonexistent during
this era, considering the fear and unofficial means used to enforce social control. The
persistent fear pumped into people was so penetrating that there was a resonating doubt
that true "criminal laws" could ever really work in this massive country. Prior to World
War II, legal cases were not handled fairly or in accordance with non-negotiable laws,
which requires an impartial system (Solomon, 1987).
This USSR regime dominated the people of this Eurasian region for nearly 75
years. After the war, the United States and the Soviet Union engaged in the Cold War for
over 45 years, which resulted in several liberating actions and agreements. Among so
many monumental feats during this time, were the destruction of the oppressive Berlin
Wall, the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT), and the establishment of the Warsaw
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Treaty of Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance, otherwise known as the
Warsaw Pact. All of these actions ultimately led to the demise of the Soviet Union, which
was officially dissolved at the end of 1991 (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011; Raiklin,
2009; Robertson, 2005).
Since then, the former Soviet Union countries have received a significant amount
of international support to assist with the difficult transition from its authoritarian
structure to a more democratic one, including criminal justice reform (Robertson, 2005).
The popular administration of Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev is well known for
breaking down the communist leaders and bringing about a more democratic political
structure (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011).
It was only after decades following the war that a fair and equitable legal system
began to develop, notwithstanding the lasting political environment hindering the
processes of restructuring such systems (Solomon, 1987; Robertson, 2005). To that end,
much of the international support has targeted criminal justice reform in the manner of
police training, developing international human rights standards and 'good governance'
policies. Nevertheless, the substantial amount of policy transfer support offered to Russia
and Ukraine specifically, still face major barriers that prevent western reformers from
really having a considerable and consistent impact on local operations (Robertson, 2005).
Ukraine is now its own country, located in Eastern Europe, with an estimated
population of over 45.8 million people (Menon & Motyl, 2011). It is important to note
that the Ukraine is a sixth of the U.S. population, which had reached an estimated 311.6
million people by 2011. Although the Ukrainian population remains diverse, the majority
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are native Ukrainians, Russians, Romanians, and residents of neighboring countries
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2011; U.S. Census Bureau, 2012).
Christianity and Islam are the dominant religions throughout the country that has
developed into a governmental structure of one legislative body that recognizes the Prime
Minister as Head of Government and the President as Head of State (Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 2011). For a country having recently celebrated its 20th anniversary of
independence, it is completely plausible that the political, economic and social disorder
experienced two decades ago upon gaining independence, still exists today (Raiklin,
2009).
Similar to their first years of independence, research shows that Ukraine is
currently experiencing a growing economic crisis involving a failing banking industry,
$105 billion in corporate and government debt, and a longstanding struggle over gasoline
with neighboring Russia; regional discord; and unreasonable political leaders that are
stubbornly contributing to the instability of the country through corrupt dealings and
seemingly oppressive practices (Karatnycky & Motyl, 2009; Menon & Motyl, 2011). Just
for a point of reference, in comparison, the United States gained its independence from
Great Britain in 1776 (Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2012).
With 215 more years of experience than the recently reestablished, restructured
and developing country of Ukraine, the systems established in the U.S. should be a great
resource to a developing nation. With laws that do not distinguish between murder and
manslaughter, but defines crimes such as hooliganism similar to U.S. statutes regarding
disorderly conduct; the treatment of criminals within the Ukrainian system could be as
unique or as paralleled to U.S. practices as any other foreign nation (Feldbrugge, 1963).
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The Embassy of the Blessed Kingdom of God for All Nations
In a society springing forth from criminal justice practices where people would be
exiled for being "parasites" who do not maintain regular jobs; where labor colonies exist
to house certain offenders and dirty dungeons for certain others; and where the death
penalty was applied to crimes such as theft against the State, professional counterfeiting,
and attacking prison administration or terrorizing other prisoners, to name a few
(Feldbrugge, 1963); this one church prides itself on taking 'social work' to another level
within the Christian community (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2006; Levy, 2011; Social Ministry
Embassy of God Church, n.d.).
The Embassy of the Blessed Kingdom of God for All Nations' (commonly known
as Embassy of God), was established originally as "Word of Faith Church" in 1989 by a
Nigerian immigrant, Pastor Sunday Adelaja. Shortly after renaming the church in 1993,
the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center began operating inside local prisons in
1994. Located in Kiev, which is the capital of Ukraine; the church administers over 200
different rehabilitation ministries, hosts a variety of charitable activities, which include
feeding thousands of people per month and operating alcohol and drug addiction
treatment centers throughout Ukraine. By 2001, the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation
Center for ex-felons was fully functioning as a non-profit organization, and with the
support and donations of several local "daughter" churches; began providing housing,
food, clothing, and spiritual training to released inmates for a period of three months to
two years (Levy, 2011; Adelaja, 2012).
As of 2007, the Embassy of God's membership had grown to 25,000 people
spread out across Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus, as well as other countries including the
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United States. The rate of growth has been known to exceed 1500 per year on average,
with 90% of its overall membership being native Europeans (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2006;
Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
Policing being but one such example; certainly ex-offender reentry and
recidivism reduction are additional models that the USA would not be able to offer
guidance on at this current time. However, Adelaja, commonly known as Pastor Sunday,
has learned a great deal from the mentorship and teachings of American pastors, some of
which are seen as "false Christian principles" by native Ukrainians. This does not stop
the church from growing and reaching out to an entire region of people who are still
mending from the mandated atheism endured during the oppressive rule of the Soviet
Union (Levy, 2011).
Although there has been a significant amount of foreign aid in terms of criminal
justice reformation, there have also been many criticisms of the context in which western
models can or cannot be applied to the Eastern European culture (Robertson, 2005). The
Embassy of God has faced a substantial amount of criticism and backlash from the
Ukrainian Orthodox Church, law enforcement and local political figures. The Russian
government has gone as far as to ban Pastor Sunday from the country. Local law
enforcement officials have attempted to bring various charges against him, and some
Orthodox leaders have suggested that the church is nothing more than a cult. In and
around Kiev, Pastor Sunday acknowledges that he has been subjected to racial
discrimination and epithets, some would say, due to an African immigrant leading
thousands of natives away from traditional Orthodox beliefs (Levy, 2011).
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Yet, as the visionary of a church that proclaims to be driven to help as many as
they can, Adelaja maintains that he is simply a black person that came to Ukraine with
many disadvantages already. But he did not let his disadvantages prohibit him from
learning to speak fluent Russian, carrying the message of hope and salvation to all of the
spiritually deprived who would listen, and changing so many lives forever (Levy, 2011).
During a recent interview with Pastor Sunday Adelaja (2012), he recalled that the
ministry began to reach out to over 100,000 inmates behind bars when he received a
mandate by God, to train up members of his church to work with this growing prison
population. He soon learned that several ministers and other members of the church were
ex-convicts themselves. The Adaptation and Social Rehabilition ministry began by
training these individuals to go into the prisons and communities to work with
incarcerated and formerly incarcerated persons.
Training ex-felons within the Embassy of God to go out and share their own
testimonies of being delivered and transformed from a criminal lifestyle became a very
powerful strategy, in helping to successfully transform the lives of other ex-felons. In
fact, the primary church member used for this endeavor was known as a former dyad
(gang) leader, who had led over 2,000 gang members that harmed many people. Since
2001, more than 10,000 ex-felons have gone through the Embassy of God's Adaptation
and Social Rehabilition Center (Adelaja, 2012).
Spiritual Transformation
For the Embassy of God, spiritual transformation would be the desired outcome
of a Christian conversion process known to many believers as the scriptural principle
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"that you present your body a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, which is your
reasonable service. And be not conformed to this world: but be transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that you may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and
perfect, will of God" (Romans 12:1-2, King James Version).
Asamoah-Gyadu (2009) describes the Christian conversion process as external
evidence of an internal and personal decision to believe in and follow the teachings and
lifestyle of Jesus Christ. Although the word 'conversion' itself, may have various
meanings within different religions, this description stems from the Pentacostal worship
style of Christianity. The conversion process requires individual believers practice
"subduing" or keeping selfish, fleshly desires and passions in check so that they do not
cause dissonance from the principles God requires believers to live by. These desires are
what create the motivation to engage in socially deviant behaviors, such as crime and
violence. It is through a process much like this one, that the Embassy of God believes,
realigns social deviants back into the moral practices of the members of society
(Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
Based on a specific vision Pastor Sunday has for the Embassy of God, the church
seeks out individuals whose lives have been plagued by drug addiction, alcoholism,
criminal mischief, and sexual promiscuity, among others issues; to expose them to this
unique and spiritual experience with God. It is through this spiritual type of
transformation that faith-based organization administrators like Adelaja, believe people
who stuggle with certain powerful forces, such as addiction or criminality, can truly
experience change. This change is based on an internal stimulation and motivation to
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think and therefore, behave differently; unlike the belief that external consequences like
returning to prison, will cause change (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
Through the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center, ex-felons are taught
and challenged to not only accept what they have done in the past, but to also understand
that whatever they have done is not who they are, nor the purpose in which they were
originally created. Regardless of the reasons for which their crime was committed, the
rehabilitation staff teaches them about the redemptive power of the faith and helps them
to see that they were created to resemble Jesus Christ. Through this spiritual
transformation process, ex-felons in the program learn how to embrace the concept of
being a "new creature in Christ," such that the biblical verses that state, "We are careful
not to judge people by what they seem to be, though we once judged Christ in this way.
Anyone who belongs to Christ is a new person. The past is forgotten, and everything is
new," becomes the internal stimulation that motivates external change (Adelaja, 2012; 2
Corinthians 5:16-17, Contemporary English Version).
Similar to the conceptual model proposed by Serin and his colleagues (2010),
there are also practitioners and academicians who concur with attention given to the
important influence of internal factors such as attitude, personality or personal
commitment to change. The framework outlined in Figure 1 highlights the significance of
identity or self-concept, for example, in offender reentry. Spirtitual transformation could
be directly correlated as a process for helping those who have spent years in prison,
redevelop their sense of identity. Afterall, external challenges awaiting a convicted felon
in the form of employment, housing, and voting disenfranchisement, to name a few, are
enormous to overcome. However, by engaging ex-felons for example, in the spiritual
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transformation process, the rejection and alienation that these individuals feel is broken
down by the nurturing environment of the faith-based community (Bassford, 2008;
Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
For the Embassy of God, empowering people to begin within, in order to truly
break free from habitual strongholds such as prostitution, addiction, and criminal
mayhem has taken the spiritually malnourished society of Ukraine by storm (Asamoah-
Gyadu, 2009; Levy, 2011). A large percentage of the membership have come from these
lifestyles, yet can attest to the life changing experience brought to them by the vision and
mission of this church and its programs. Learning not only the spiritual principles to no
longer live a life of immorality, but also skills to utilize resources to seize educational
and entrepreneurial opportunities explains how the Embassy of God has become the
largest church in all of Europe. In addition to the process of spiritual transformation, the
rehabilitation center and Embassy of God ministry teaches ex-felon participants various
soft and hard skills, professional trades, and principles of entrepreneurship. Along with
encouraging participants to become business owners, church members are also
encouraged to employ these ex-felons when able, so that they do not have to face the
struggle to finding a job (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009; Adelaja, 2012).
The Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center is but one of the 200 ministries
operated by Embassy of God, in which, the ministry leaders have too been spiritually
transformed from the same lifestyles. Thus, leaders demonstrate the success of
transformation and subsequently offer the same support to others, in the same manner
that was once shown to them. Together, program administrators and participants continue
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along the journey of spiritual transformation, becoming refined and redefined, no longer
allowing their bodies to be exploited for profane use (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
Rehabilitating participants to actually see their bodies as a temple, one in which
the Spirit of God now dwells in, is the foremost substantive part of the process. It is a
personal process that involves a variety of techniques, including prayer, fasting,
consecration, counseling, and other spiritual tools used to facilitate the "new life" that the
Holy Bible describes. Therefore, picking up the slack where the Ukrainian government
has fallen short, the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center has rehabilitated over
3,000 alcohol and drug addicts, reunited more than 500 runaway children back with their
families, restored thousands of families through family and marital counseling, and on a
daily basis, thousands of homeless, ex-felons and others in need receive meals, medical
care, and/or legal counsel if needed (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
Ultimately, similar to faith-based practices in the U.S.; the Embassy of God treats
rehabilitation as an individual and community involvement process that genuinely
requires the nurture, guidance, loyalty, energy, and compassion of every willing
participant. When prisoners return to mainstream society, they are essentially treated as a
castaway, without the ability to fully participate in the political, economical, or social
progress of a society that is moving on without them. It is through this conversion
process that individuals regain a sense of self-worth and purpose for their lives. By
providing a community of faith committed to social work and restoration, the Embassy of
God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center is engaged in a movement unlike any
other in Ukraine (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
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Consequently, core values embedded within the culture and structure of organized
faith-based programs such as loving your neighbor as you love yourself (Matthew 22:39;
Mark 12:31; Luke 10:27; Galatians 5:14; James 2:8) and forgiving your brother or sister
as the Lord has forgiven you (Matthew 6:12-15; 18:35; Mark 11:25-26; Luke 6:37);
fosters an environment that still helps individuals understand and accept personal
responsibility for their actions, nevertheless in a loving and forgiving manner. The
starkest difference, unlike the faith-based organizations operating in this capacity in the
U.S., is that this project is completely funded by Embassy of God parishioners,
supporters, and daughter churches, and without financial contribution from their
government (Levy, 2011).
In the U.S., faith-based organizations receiving federal funds for ex-felon reentry
programming are prohibited from using any of the funding toward "inherently religious
activities" such as prayer, worship, bible study, spiritual counseling, evangelism, and the
like (Task Force on Faith-Based and Community Initiatives, 2008). In communities of
supposed atheists, this ministry has availed itself to restore human dignity to those whom
society has discarded; producing a notable return of their investments. This type of
faith-based social work epitomizes the call to action that believers say Jesus Christ
displayed while on the earth, which requires much more than memorizing a few key
scriptures, adopting a ritual, or routinely visiting a place of worship once or twice a week
(Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
Rightfully so, the Embassy of God contests that this work requires the whole
community of faith, believing in and utilizing the power that God has given to rebuild the
broken and maimed to wholeness, new life, and life more abundantly. Because it is
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commonly known in the Ukraine, as it is so in the U.S., that many people no longer fear
prison since they are able to build powerful lives for themselves behind bars. Therefore
Pastor Sunday does not use the fear of punishment as a viable deterrent for ex-felons to
avoid criminal behavior upon release. Returning to prison does not truly scare the person
that has spent so many years adapting to being behind bars. In fact, for some, the free
world seems more foreign than the incarcerated world (John 10:10; Adelaja, 2012).
Consequently, Adelaja suggests that rather than placing emphasis on the fear of
punishment for continued deviant behavior, rehabilitation programs for ex-felons can
be more successful when focused on demonstrating and helping them understand the
life-changing power ofGod through the Word of God, the Holy Spirit, and prayer.
Utilizing psychology, sociology, counseling and other methods alone cannot sustain this
population. Employing a spiritual transformation process that includes individuals who
used to be behind bars themselves but have since experienced this type of change can
truly make a difference in the lives of those preparing for release and who have been
recently released (Adelaja, 2012).
Providing immediate housing and living expenses such as food and clothing upon
release; connecting them with ex-felons who have themselves experienced spiritual
transformation; making work opportunities available to help these men and women learn
a solid work ethic; supplying reading assistance, materials, and spiritual resources such
as bibles and audio or video recorded teachings for them to study; furnishing a safe haven
from their past life where they can visit with family and fellowship with like-minded
people in a nurturing and caring environment: these are the rehabilitation factors that
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render successful ex-felon reintegration into a callous and unforgiving society (Adelaja,
2012).
Theoretical Framework
With the extensive list of known reentry barriers facing ex-felons upon release,
there are several plausible theories that could be applied to helping them overcome these
hindrances. For the purposes of this study in particularly, four of the major theoretical
frameworks are considered most applicable: the biopsychosocial-spiritual model;
ecological model; Existence, Relatedness, and Growth (ERG) Theory; and Abraham
Maslow's Theory of Human Motivation - Hierarchy of Needs.
Although the biopsychosocial-spiritual model is widely used in geriatrics, health
and medical treatment, and end of life care in hospice; it can be very revealing if applied
to the work of ex-offender reentry. This theory adds a spiritual belief system to the
current perspective that a person can only be assisted through understanding the
biological, psychological and societal factors which influence their existence (Lysne &
Wachholtz,2011).
Faith-based organizations like Embassy of God would likely agree that the role of
religious or spiritual beliefs play a pivotal role in the development of self-worth, hope,
and optimism, as the biopsychosocial-spiritual model supports. Encouraging ex-offenders
to search beyond their own understanding for meaning, strength, and a deeper purpose is
the basic foundation of spiritual teachings that could very well be viewed as the missing
link in building ex-felon self efficacy and will to overcome reentry barriers (Lysne &
Wachholtz, 2011).
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Clayton Alderfer (1969, 1972), reduced the five broad categories of Abraham
Maslow's Theory of Human Motivation down to three basic human needs: existence,
relatedness, and growth, otherwise known as the ERG Theory. As it relates to ex-felons,
Alderfer's ERG Theory would postulate that upon release from prison, ex-felons would
first seek to obtain material substance to define (or redefine) their existence. Next, a
desire to reconnect with significant others would be of the utmost importance and then,
the person is able to pursue productive and creative activities that serve as a meaningful
contribution to themselves and their environment. Through these accomplishments per
se, the ex-felon is able to experience growth and wholeness as a human being. A critical
observation asserted by Alderfer would note that when these efforts are satisfied by the
ex-felon, progression occurs. But when these attempts are rendered unsuccessful, then
their frustration is what leads to regression, otherwise dubbed as recidivism (Schneider &
Alderfer, 1973).
Abraham Maslow's Theory of Human Motivation - Hierarchy ofNeeds (1943,
1954): human beings are motivated by unsatisfied needs, whereas, certain factors have a
higher priority in being satisfied before other needs. He argued that fundamental, lower
level needs have to be satisfied in order to pursue higher-level motivators. "Maslow's
Needs Pyramid" or "Maslow's Needs Triangle" are visual depictions of this theoretical
framework. Physiological needs such as air, water, food and sleep must be met first and
foremost. For ex-felons, there is potential for immediate frustration here if shelter is not
readily available upon release, which is the primary reason why ten percent of ex-felons
become homeless (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010; Bassford, 2008; International Institute
for Alcohol Awareness, 2006).
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Safety needs are the second priority, which include living in a safe environment,
medical insurance, job security and financial stability. Closely related to the
physiological needs being unfulfilled, most ex-felons return to the same environment
they left and face the same poverty, joblessness, and despair they lived in prior to
incarceration. Not only are these neighborhoods largely unsafe physically and
environmentally, but also emotionally because this puts the ex-felon in danger of
returning to a criminal lifestyle. The rejection and disenfranchisement that ex-felons face
upon community reentry are a direct threat to Maslow's next two hierarchical needs: the
social need or desire for friendship, belonging and love, and the esteem need for both
internal and external motivators such as self-respect, self-worth, attention, recognition, a
feeling of accomplishment and social status. The fifth and final highest level of
motivation, as reentry stands in the U.S. would hardly ever be attained without the
spiritual component of rehabilitation. Self-actualization highlights the abstract attainment
of truth, justice, wisdom and meaning, similar to the biopsychosocial-spiritual model
purports (Schneider & Alderfer, 1973).
Okun and Kantrowitz (2008) describe the ecological model as a means for
understanding an individual in the context of their family, which is also embedded in a
larger social system, hi order to fully understand and therefore help the individual, one
must obtain a vivid working knowledge of the unique circumstances and dynamics of
each level that encapsulates the person. The interface and reciprocal influence of the
individual, family, sociocultural systems and overall cultural ideologies are displayed in
Figure 2 (Okun & Kantrowitz, 2008).
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It is clear that at every level of the ecological model, the ex-felon is impacted
even more so because they must rely heavily on persons at each level for resources and
general support. From housing and employment barriers, to community and political
exile; the parallel of this model with the plight of the ex-felon sincerely deserves further
exploration (Okun & Kantrowitz, 2008).
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Chapter HI presents the methods and procedures that will be used in conducting
this study. The following are described: the research design; description of the site;
sample and population; instrumentation; treatment of data; and limitations of the study.
Research Design
This study employs an explanatory research design. Explanatory research seeks to
explain causes and effects of social trends or occurrences, and to predict how one
occurrence or trend will vary in response to a variation in some other occurrence (Engel
& Schutt, 2010). This study will explain some of the nontraditional faith-based program
factors that former ex-felon program participants found most helpful in their successful
rehabilitation through Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center in
Ukraine. In identifying the trends exhibited with the Embassy of God's program, there
may be lessons learned that can inform certain ex-offender reentry practices in other
countries, such as the United States.
This study is designed to explain the association between program participant's
ability to be successfully reintegrated into their communities and the faith-based
rehabilitation program design. Also, this research design examines the prospect of
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ex-felons in Ukraine, responding better to spiritual transformation than the fear of
punishment.
Description of the Site
The research study was conducted in Kiev, Ukraine. Kiev is the capital of
Ukraine, and is home to the largest and most unique church is Europe: The Embassy of
the Blessed Kingdom of God for All Nations, otherwise known as Embassy of God.
Surveys were administered through Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social
Rehabilitation Center leaders. This international site was selected based on research
confirming that, although there are a few faith-based organizations in the U.S. that have
demonstrated the ability and capacity for successful ex-felon reentry programming; three
primary factors confound the true resilience, sustainability and meaningfulness of their
success.
First, successful faith-based programs in the U.S. rely heavily on federal
government funding that, if discontinued, would severely impact their ability to thrive
and produce meaningful outcomes. With the current state of the American economy and
federal budget cuts, there must be alternative strategies employed that are still efficient
while less costly. Second, even with the success of these programs, the U.S. incarceration
and recidivism rates are still the highest in the nation. The third factor is that many
programs target job readiness and employment assistance as a means to help ex-felons
find legal and gainful employment. However, one of the commonly known barriers to
reentry is access to gainful employment (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010; Bassford, 2008).
Therefore, the billions of taxpayer dollars spent on rehabilitation programs annually is of
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indeterminate effect overall. Another reason for selecting an international program to
study is because the Embassy of God and Center leadership were genuinely interested in
sharing best practices to promote faith-based program self-sufficiency, and very
cooperative in providing access to former program participants who fit the desired
sample population.
Sample and Population
The target population for this research study consists of men and women who are
former participants in Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center.
Participants are also ex-felons (or ex-prisoners) who were released from prison prior to
February 1, 2009. Eighty nine (89) respondents who have not been rearrested,
reconvicted, or returned to prison during the three-year period immediately following
their release were selected utilizing a purposive and non-probability convenience
sampling amongst former program participants acknowledging experience as a convicted
felon.
Instrumentation
This research study employed a survey questionnaire entitled A Survey of
Ex-Felons in the Social Adaptation and Rehabilitation Project. The survey questionnaire
consisted of two sections with a total of eighteen (18) questions. Section I solicited
demographic information about the characteristics of the respondent. Section II utilized a
Likert Scale of one (1) through four (4), in order to measure ex-felon's perception of
rehabilitation factors leading to their successful reintegration into the community.
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Section I of the questionnaire consisted of questions one (1) through ten (10). The
ten questions report age group, gender, marital status, race, ethnicity, length of the
respondent's prison sentence, time served by the respondent, employment status, church
membership status and spiritual belief. These questions provided a demographic profile
for the respondents of this research study.
Section II consisted of questions eleven (11) through eighteen (18). The eight
questions measured family support, knowledge of the rehabilitation program while
incarcerated, helpfulness of the program staff, helpfulness of the rehabilitation program,
the association between spiritual transformation and the fear of punishment, a sense of
self-worth restoration, and community acceptance. The Likert Scale used to respond to
these questions was as follows:
1 = Strong Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Agree; 4 = Strongly Agree.
Treatment of Data
Statistical treatment of the data employed descriptive statistics, which included
measures of central tendency, frequency distribution, means, and percentages. The test
statistics used for the study were cross tabulations. Frequency distribution was used to
analyze each of the variables of the study and to develop a demographic profile about the
respondents in the study.
Cross tabulations were utilized to demonstrate the association between the
independent variable and the dependent variable. Cross tabulations were also conducted
between the respondent's church membership and the church's ability to restore a sense
of self-worth.
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Limitations of the Study
There are four basic limitations of this study. The first limitation is the lack of
peer reviewed articles available on reintegration of ex-felons or ex-prisoners in Kiev,
Ukraine. The second limitation is the recent restructuring of Eastern European society, in
which Kiev, Ukraine is located, having 20 years of independence from the communist
rule of the USSR. The next limitation is the use of material translation, from English to
Ukrainian and Russian for the respondent's accurate interpretation and understanding.
The last limitation would be any unknown nuances of an international program and




The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings of the study in order to
describe and explain some of the nontraditional faith-based program factors that former
ex-felon program participants found most helpful in their successful rehabilitation
through Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center in Ukraine. The
findings are organized into two sections: demographic data and research questions and
hypotheses.
Demographic Data
This section provides a profile for the respondents of the study. Descriptive
statistics were used to analyze the following: age group, gender, marital status, race,
ethnicity, length of the respondent's prison sentence, time served by the respondent, their
current employment status, church membership status and spiritual belief.
A target population for this research was comprised of former participants of the
Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center, who were released from
prison prior to February 1, 2009. Eighty nine respondents who have not been rearrested,
reconvicted, or returned to prison during the three-year period immediately following
their release were selected utilizing a purposive and non-probability convenience
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sampling from amongst program participants acknowledging experience as a convicted
felon.
Table 1













































































































































As indicated in Table 1, the average respondent of this study was a White,
Ukrainian, married male between the ages of thirty and thirty-nine. The typical
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respondent was also sentenced to and served four to six years in prison, and is currently
an employed Christian member of the Embassy of God church.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
There were three research questions and one null hypothesis in the study. This
section provides an analysis of the research questions and a testing of the null hypothesis.
Research Question 1: Do ex-felons respond better to the prospect of spiritual
transformation than the fear of punishment?
Hypothesis 1: Ex-felons respond better to the prospect of spiritual transformation
than the fear of punishment.
Spiritual Transformation among Ex-felons
Within the Christian community, spiritual transformation is a conversion process
by which, external evidence of an internal and personal commitment to change occurs
(Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009). Similar to the offender reentry conceptual model outlined in
Figure 1, there are also practitioners and academicians who suggest that internal factors
such as attitude, personality or one's personal commitment to change are significantly
influential on behavior (Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010).
In this study spiritual transformation is referred to as the process that people who
struggle with certain powerful forces, such as addiction or criminality, can truly
experience change through an internal motivation to think and therefore, behave
differently; unlike the common belief that external consequences such as returning to
prison, will cause change (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
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Table 2 is a frequency distribution on the influence of spiritual transformation on
reintegration among eighty nine ex-felons who are former participants in Embassy of
God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center. Table 2 indicates whether or not
spiritual transformation was significant in the rehabilitation process of respondents.
Table 2







As shown in Table 2, respondents indicated that spiritual transformation is a
strong factor (100%) in their reintegration into society.
Table 3 is a frequency distribution on the influence of spiritual transformation
over the fear of punishment. Table 3 indicates whether or not spiritual transformation is






























As shown in Table 3, respondents indicated that spiritual transformation is more
powerful than fear ofpunishment. Of the eighty nine respondents, 97.7% indicated that
spiritual transformation is more of a powerful factor in their reintegration into society,
than the fear of returning to prison.
Research Question 2: Does the structure of the adaptation and rehabilitation process
reduce recidivism?
Hypothesis 2: The structure of the adaptation and rehabilitation process
significantly reduces recidivism.
Reducing Recidivism among Ex-felons
Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law (n.d.) and Hughes and Wilson (2002)
define recidivism by the measure of criminal acts committed by a formerly incarcerated
person, that results in the rearrest or return to prison within the three-year period
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immediately following the prisoner's release. Research suggests that recidivism can be
reduced by participation in structured religious programs, therefore government agencies
have begun reaching out to faith-based organizations for various mentoring, employment
training and counseling programs for ex-offenders (Bassford, 2008; Daggett et al., 2008).
In this study reducing recidivism is a primary focus due to the United States'
increased interest in learning ways to reduce correctional spending by providing and/or
funding needed services to help reintegrate ex-offenders back into society (Pew Center
on the States, 2011).
Table 4 is a frequency distribution on the helpfulness of Embassy of God's
Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center staff on the rehabilitation of eighty nine
ex-felons who are former participants. Table 4 indicates whether or not the Center staff
were significant in the rehabilitation process of respondents.
Table 4


















As shown in Table 4, respondents (84.9%) indicated that the Center staff were
helpful in their reintegration into society.
Table 5 is a frequency distribution on the Center's ability to help the participants
stay out of prison. Table 5 indicates whether or not the Center kept its participants from
going back to prison.
Table 5







As shown in Table 5, respondents indicated that the rehabilitation center helped
them to stay out of prison. Of the eighty nine respondents, 96.5% indicated that the












Research Question 3: Is there an association between ex-felons staying out of prison and
having their sense of self-worth restored through Center
participation?
Hypothesis 3: There is a statistically significant relationship between ex-felons
staying out of prison and having their sense of self-worth restored
through Center participation.
Restoration of Self-worth among Ex-felons
Similar to ex-felon reentry in the United States, when prisoners return home in
Kiev, Ukraine; they are essentially treated as outcasts with limited access to the political,
economical, and social systems that have moved on without them. The Embassy of God's
Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center maintains that it is through the spiritual
transformation process that individuals regain a sense of self-worth and purpose for their
lives. This nurturing and restorative community of faith considers their work to be the
foundation of a new life that ex-prisoners can have, through a restored sense of who they
are and how they can move forward (Asamoah-Gyadu, 2009).
In this study, restoration of self-worth is considered to be a significant factor for
successful reintegration. As the biopsychosocial-spiritual model asserts: religious or
spiritual beliefs play a pivotal role in the development of self-worth, hope, and optimism.
In order for ex-felons to truly sustain self efficacy and motivation to overcome reentry
barriers, this model may need stronger consideration in the world of reentry (Lysne &
Wachholtz,2011).
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Table 6 is a crosstabulation of the association of ex-felons staying out of prison
through Center participation and restoration of a sense of self-worth. It indicates whether
or not there was a statistically significant relationship between the two variables.
Table 6
Ex-felons staying out of prison by restoration of self-worth
Self-worth Restored
Disagree Agree Total
# % # % # %




<J) = .586 df=6 p = .000
As shown in Table 6, less than four percent (3.6%) of the former program
participants indicated that the Center did not help them stay out of prison, although
participation in the Center did restore their sense of self-worth. Only one participant
indicated that while Center participation did not restore their sense of self-worth, the
Center did help them stay out of prison. A majority of respondents (95.2%) indicated that
participation in the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center did help them stay out of


























As indicated in Table 6, the statistical measurement phi ((J)) was employed to test
for the strength of association between ex-felons staying out of prison through Center
participation and the restoration of a sense of self-worth. As shown, there was a strong
relationship ($=.586) between the two variables. When the chi-square statistical test for
significance was applied, the null hypothesis was rejected (p = .000), indicating that there
was a statistically significant relationship between the two variables at the .05 level of
probability.
In sum, of the former Embassy of God Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation
participants surveyed, 97.7% indicated that they responded better to the prospect of
spiritual transformation than the fear of punishment; 96.5% reduced their chances of
returning to prison based on the structure of the program; and 95.2% experienced
restoration of their self-worth and help staying out of prison through participating in this
program. It is concluded that the nontraditional factors employed by the Adaptation and
Social Rehabilitation Center for ex-felons in the European country of Ukraine
significantly contributed to successful reintegration of, on average, an overwhelming
majority (96.5%) of the ex-felon respondents.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The research study was designed to answer three questions concerning the
nontraditional faith-based factors that ex-felons found most helpful in their process of
successfully reintegrating into communities in Kiev, Ukraine. The nontraditional factors
were employed by the Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center.
The conclusions and recommendations of the research findings are presented in this
chapter. Recommendations are proposed for future discussions of policy makers, social
workers, the faith-based community, and general public. Each research question is
presented in order to summarize the significant findings of interest.
Research Question 1: Do ex-felons respond better to the prospect of spiritual
transformation than the fear of punishment?
In order to determine if former participants respond better to spiritual
transformation than the fear of punishment, two reintegration factors were analyzed.
Spiritual transformation as a strong factor in ex-felon reintegration into society and
spiritual transformation as a more powerful influence than fear of punishment were the
two survey items used by respondants to determine the answer to this question.
Of the eighty-nine (89) former ex-felons surveyed, the majority (100%) of the
respondents indicated that spiritual transformation is a strong factor in their reintegration
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and 97.7% identified spiritual transformation as a more powerful influence than the fear
of punishment. No respondents disagreed with spiritual transformation as a strong factor
in their reintegration, and only 2.4% did not identify spiritual transformation as a more
powerful influence than the fear of punishment.
Based on the research findings of this study, it can be concluded that the
deterrence strategy traditionally employed by the United States, focusing on certain,
swift, and severe punishment to deter others from committing crime is no longer the best
option for crime prevention. When American statistics continue to show that a murder
occurs just about event 34.5 minutes, rape every 34.5 minutes, and robbery every 1.3
minutes somewhere in the United States; it is evident that the system once used does not
deter crime anymore.
Therefore, America having stricter sentencing policies only leads to more people
imprisoned today than ever before in the history of this country, not reduced crime. If
spiritual transformation is shown to have a more powerful influence on ex-felons than
the fear of punishment, it is worth further consideration to continue exploration of this
model as a means to ex-felon reentry reform in the U.S.
Research Question 2: Does the structure of the adaptation and rehabilitation process
reduce recidivism?
A majority (84.9%) of former Adaption and Social Rehabilitation Center
participants indicated that the Center staff were a helpful factor in their reintegration into
society (See Table 4). Ninety-seven percent (96.5%) indicated that the program kept
them from returning to prison (See Table 5).
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Studies have shown for years now, that structured religious programs and faith-
based organizations tend to provide meaningful, successful, and sustainable services to
the ex-felon population upon release. Yet, these programs and organizations are not
typically supported by the millions of dollars spent on ex-felon reentry today. Based on
the findings of this study, it can be concluded that programs similar to the structure of the
Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center may be able to reduce recidivism in the
United States. Program restructuring or development that employs the use of spiritual
transformation rather the constant threat of punishment, training ex-felons to conduct
outreach to other currently or formerly incarcerated individuals, and obtaining the
resources to provide housing, food, clothing, spiritual training, and work opportunities to
released prisoners can result in a drastic reduction of recidivism that yields a 70%
employment rate (See Table 1), similar to that of the former Adaptation and Social
Rehabilitation Center participants.
Research Question 3: Is there an association between ex-felons staying out of prison and
having their sense of self-worth restored through Center
participation?
Ninety-seven percent (96.6%) of the former program participants indicated that
they are current members of the Embassy of God church (See Table 1). Overall, when the
help staying out of prison variable was cross-tabulated with the restoration of self-worth
variable, 95.2% of the ex-felons agreed that the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation
Center restored their sense of self-worth and kept them from returning to prison, with no
respondents disagreeing with both statements. Three respondents (3.6%) indicated that
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the Center did not help them stay out of prison, but did restore a sense of self-worth (See
Table 6).
The statistical measurement phi (<J)) was employed to test for the strength of
association between ex-felons staying out of prison through Center participation and the
restoration of a sense of self-worth. As indicated in Table 6, there was a strong
relationship (<}>=.586) between the two variables. When the chi-square statistical test for
significance was applied, the null hypothesis was not rejected (p = .000), indicating that
there was a statistically significant relationship between the two variables at the .05 level
of probability.
In sum, of the 89 former Embassy of God Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation
participants surveyed, more than approximately 95% indicated that they responded better
to the prospect of spiritual transformation than the fear of punishment; stayed out of
prison because of the program; and had their self-worth restored through participating in
the Center. Based on the findings of this study, it is concluded that the nontraditional
factors employed by this ex-felon rehabilitation program in the European country of
Ukraine significantly contributed to successful reintegration of, on average, an
overwhelming majority (96.5%) of the ex-felon respondents. With some variation,
replication of a Center such as this one in the United States may yield similar results;
which are substantial enough to consider piloting.
Recommendations
As a result of the findings of this study, the researcher suggests the following
recommendations:
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1. Comparative research on the recidivism rate in Ukraine and in the Embassy of
God program should be conducted, in an effort to compare the number of
Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center participants that return to prison with
the overall rate in which the general population of ex-felons return to prison.
2. Policy makers should pilot and/or encourage the use of comparative research that
employs faith-based ex-felon reentry in the U.S. to determine if programs
utilizing a spiritual transformation process similar to the Embassy of God's
Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center model experience more reduced rates
of recidivism than the programs that do not employ a spiritual transformation
process.
3. Philanthropists and federal, state, and local government entities that offer funding
to faith-based ex-felon reentry programs should discontinue the restrictions that
prohibit the use of funding for "inherently religious activities" such as prayer,
worship, bible study, spiritual counseling, evangelism, and the like.
4. Faith-based organizations should employ a biopsychosocial-spiritual model
similar to the Embassy of God's Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Center
when working with this population, to ensure that they receive adequate services
that focus on the core of their deviant behavior through a spiritual transformation
process that occurs from the inside out.
5. Faith-based organizations working specifically with ex-felon reentry should
become more self-sufficient in order to maintain autonomous program services
that are free to engage in spiritual transformation without fiscal oversight and
usage limitations from the U.S. government.
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6. Social workers should become advocates for faith-based social work in ex-felon
reentry in order to move from the traditional biopsychosocial model, to the more
contemporary and internally transformative biopsychosocial-spiritual model.
7. Public awareness campaigns should be increased to educate the general public on
faith-based practices in ex-felon reentry that research has shown to be successful,
in order for the public to become more involved in financial, in-kind, and/or




MEMO 1 TO EMBASSY OF GOD LEADERSHIP (ENGLISH)
MEMO
To: Konstantin Datsyk, Embassy of God Chaplain Ministry
Tatyana Yegorova, Embassy of God Representative
Anna Gladiy, Embassy of God Representative
Cc: Pastor Sunday Adelaja, Embassy of God Senior Pastor
From: Danielle Sweat Whylly, Research Student
Re: Research Study Participation Letter
My name is Danielle Sweat Whylly and I am a PhD student at Clark Atlanta University,
in the School of Social Work. I am conducting a research study on ex-felon (or ex-
prisoner) reintegration after being released from prison. The Embassy of the Blessed
Kingdom of God for All Nations (or Embassy of God) has been selected to participate in
this study, based on the reported success of the Social Work Department/Ministry's
Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Program. The title of this research study is:
A Study of the Association Between Ex-Felons and the Design of a Non-Traditional
Rehabilitation Program in the European Country of Ukraine
By reading and signing this letter, you are stating that Embassy of God understands the
following:
1. Participation in this study is completely voluntary;
2. Participants that agree to participate in this study have the right to stop participating at
any point in time, with or without reason;
3. The identity of participants who respond to the survey and follow-up interview (if
necessary) used in this study will be kept completely confidential. Names of participants
are not required for this study because each participant will be identified by a number




4. There are no risks involved with this study because no one will have to identify their
name, unless they want to. Past (or current) criminal activity is not the focus of this
study;
5. The benefit to participating in this study is that ex-felons (or ex-prisoners) will get the
opportunity to share exactly how the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation Program
helped them stay out of trouble that would have caused them to go back to prison;
6. Embassy of God will be given a signed copy of this letter, after the Research Student
(Danielle Sweat Whylly) and the Embassy of God Representative
( ) have both read and signed it, expressing agreement.
Research Student Signature: Date:
Embassy of God Representative Signature: Date:
APPENDIX B
MEMO 1 TO EMBASSY OF GOD LEADERSHIP (RUSSIAN TRANSLATION)
Koiwy: KoHCTaHTHH Datsyk, IIocojibCTBo Eoacbe KanejuiaH MHHHCTepcTBa
TaTbHHa EropoBa, IIocojibCTBo Eoacbe
AHHa Gladiy, IIocojibCTBo EoMCbe
Konna: nacTop CaH^efi AAenaa^a, IIocojibCTBo Eoacbe CTapuiHH nacTOp
H3: flaHH3Jib IIot Whylly, acnnpaHT
OTHOCHTejlbHO:
MeHfl 3OByr JXaumsib IIot Whylly h a acnnpaHT Clark Atlanta University, b IllKOJie
couwajibHOH pa6oTbi. fl npoBoacy HCCJiejjoBaHHe Ha 6biBiuero yroJioBHHKa (hjth
6biBiuero 3aKJiioHeHHoro) peHHTerpauHH nocjie ocBo6oacaeHHa H3 TiopbMbi. IIocojibCTBo
6jiarocJiOBeHHoro UapcTBa Eo*bero wia Bcex Hapo^oB (hjih IIocojibCTBo EoiKbe), 6bm
Bbi6paH ana ynacTHfl b 3tom HccjieAOBaHHH, Ha ochobc coo6mHHH ycnexa waJibHOH
pa6oTbi aenapTaMeHTa / MHHHCTepcTBa c aaanTauHH h couHajibHOH nporpaMMbi
3Toro ca:
3Kc-yronoBHHKOB h
pea6HJiHTauHH b EBponeftcKOM CTpaHa
HHTaa h noanHcaHHe 3Toro nHCbMa, Bbi o tom, hto IIocojibCTBo Eo»be noHHMaeT
cjieayiomee:
b 3tom HccjieflOBaHHH hbjihctch noJiHOCTbio ao6poBOJibHbiM;
2. YHacTHHKH, KOTopbie coraacaTca yqacTBOBaTb b 3tom HccjieaoBaHHH, hmciot npaBO
npeicpaTHTb ynacTHe b jik)6oh momcht BpeMeHH, c hjih 6e3 npHHHHbi;
3 JlHHHOCTb ynaCTHHKOB, KOTOpbie OTBeTHJIH Ha BOnpOCHHK H nOCJieflyiOmHX HHTepBblO
(npn HeoGxoaHMOCTH), HcnoiibsyeMbie b 3tom HCCJieAOBaHHH 6yaeT xpaHHTbca b
CTporoii KOH(J)HaeHUHajibHOCTH. Ha3BaHH» ynacTHHKOB He Tpe6yeTca fljifl stofo
HCCJieaoBaHHa, noTOMy hto KaacAbift ynacraHK 6yaeT HfleHTH^HunpoBaTbca HOMep




4. EcTb He pHCKH, CBJBaHHbie C 3THM HCCJieflOBaHHfl, TaK KaK HHKTO He 6y,ZjeT HMeTb fljlfl
hx HMeH, ecuH ohh He xotht. Ilpoiiijioe (hjih TOKa) npecTynHa»
He HBJiaeTca npe^MeTOM jjaHHoro
5. Bbiro^H ynacTHfl b 3tom Hccne^oBaHHH HBJiaeTca to, hto SKC-yrojiOBHHKOB (hjih
6biBuiHe 3aKnioHeHHbie) nonyHaT BO3MO»CHOCTb no^enHTbca tomho, KaK a^anTauHa h
counaJibHaa nporpaMMa pea6njiHTauHH noMoraeT hm flepacaTbca no^anbuie ot
HenpHHTHOCTen, KOTopbie 6w 3acTaBHJiH hx BepHyrbca b TiopbMy;
6. IlocojibCTBO Boacbe 6yneT aaH no^nHcan Konnio 3Toro nncbMa, nocjie acnnpaHTypbi
(Jlanudjih IloT Whylly) h IlocoJibCTBO Boacbe npeACTaBHTejib
( ) HMeioT KaK HHTaTb h no^nHcajiH ee, Bbipa3HB corjiacne.
IlojinHCb yHameroca:
IlocojibCTBO IIoanHCb npe^CTaBHTejia Bora:
APPENDIX C
MEMO 1 TO EMBASSY OF GOD LEADERSHIP (UKRAINIAN TRANSLATION)
KoMy: KocTflHTHH Datsyk, IlocojibCTBO Eoace KanejiaH MiHicTepcTBa
TeTaHa GropoBa, IIocojibCTBo Eoace npeacTaBHHK
AHHa Gladiy, IIocoJibCTBO Eoace npczjCTaBHHK
Konia: nacTop CanaeH Azjejia,a>Ka, IlocojibCTBO Eoace cTapuiHH nacTop
3: JXamciih IIot Whylly, acnipam-
flocjiiA*eHHfl YqacTb jihct
MeHe 3Byrb flamejib IIot Whylly i a acnipaHT Clark Atlanta University, b IIlKOJii
coinanbHoi po6oTH. Si npoBO,zpKy aocjii^HceHHa Ha KOJiHmHboro KpHMiHanbHHKa (a6o
KOJiHuiHboro yB'a3HeHoro) peiHTerpauii nicjia 3BinbHeHHfl 3 B'»3HHui. IlocojibCTBO
6jiaroanoBeHHoro U,apcTBa Bo»oro ana Bcix HapcznB (a6o IlocojibCTBO Bo»e), 6yB
o6paHHH pjifi yqacTi b Uboiwy flocniipKeHHi, Ha ocHOBi noBi^OMHUH ycnixy couianbHOi
poGoTH aenapTaMeHTy / MiHicTepcTBa 3 aflanrarnT Ta couianbHoi" nporpaMH pea6ijiiTauii.
Ha3Ba uboro HayKOBoro aocniaaceHHH e:
3B'a3Ky mj% eKC-KpHMiHajibHHKiB i aH3afiH HeTpa^HuiflHHx IlporpaMa
pea6ijiiTauii" b GBponeficbKOMy Kpama YKpaYHH
HHTaioHH i niflnncaHHH uboro jiHCTa, bh npo Te, mo IlocojibCTBO Boace po3yMie
1. YHacTb y uboiviy aocniaaceHHi e noBHicTio ,no6poBijibHHM;
2. YHacHHKH, HKi noroaaTbCfl 6para ynacTb y ubOMy ^ocjii^»ceHHi, MaiOTb npaBO
ynacTb b 6ynb-HKHH momcht nacy, 3 a6o 6e3
3. Oco6HCTicTb ynacHHKiB, HKi BimiOBijiH Ha 3anHTaJibHHK i HacrynHHX iHTepB'io (npn
Heo6xiAHOCTi), mo BHKopHCTOByiOTbca b ubOMy aocjii^^eHHi 6y^e 36epiraracfl b
cyBopifi KOH(J)iaeHuiHHOCTi. Ha3BH ynacHHiuB He noTpi6HO ajia uboro ^ocjiiA^eHHfl,
TOMy mo KO*eH ynacHHK 6yne ifleHTH^iKyBaTHca HOMep 3aMicTb iMeHi, HanpHKJiaa, 001,
002, 003 i TaK
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APPENDIX C (continued)
4. € He pH3HKH, noB'jnam 3 uhm Aocmnwemm, TaK hk HixTo He 6y#e MaTH ajih
bhhbjichhh ix iMeH, hkiijo bohh He XOHyTb. MnHyjie (a6o CTpyMy) 3JiOHHHHa
He e npe^MeTOM aaHoro i
5. Bhtoah ynacTi b ubOMy Aocjii^HceHHi e Te, 111,0 eKC-KpHMiHanbHHKiB (a6o kojihuihI
yB'fl3HeHi) OTpHMaiOTb MO»oiHBicTb noAMHTHca tohho, hk aaanTauifl i coujajibHa
nporpaMa pea6ijiiTauii AonoMarae im TpHMaraca noaajii Biji HenpHeMHOCTeB, HKi 6
3MycHjiH ix nOBepHyTHCfl y b'h3hhu;io;
6. IIocojibCTBO Bo»e 6yae aaHO nianncaB Koniio uboro JiHCTa, nicjia acnipaHTypH
(JXanienb FIoT Whylly) Ta IIocojibCTBO Bo»e npeACTaBHHK (
MaiOTb hk HHTaTH i niAnHcajiH 11, bhcjiobhbuih 3roAy.
,ZJocjii,zpKeHHH ni^nHC yHHH:
IIocojibCTBO IIi,zuiHc npe^CTaBHHKa Bora: J\aTa:
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APPENDIX D
MEMO 2 TO EMBASSY OF GOD LEADERSHIP (ENGLISH)
MEMO Date: November 17,2011
To: Konstantin Datsyk, Embassy of God Chaplain Ministry
Tatyana Yegorova, Embassy of God Representative
Anna Gladiy, Embassy of God Representative
Cc: Pastor Sunday Adelaja, Embassy of God Senior Pastor
From: Danielle Sweat Whylly, Research Student
Re: Who Can Participate in This Study
The title of this research study is:
A Study of the Association Between Ex-Felons and the Design of a Non-Traditional
Rehabilitation Program in the European Country of Ukraine
I will mail the Embassy ofGod Representatives a total of 200 surveys. Representatives
will be responsible for collecting all of the surveys handed out to people who are
interested and eligible to participate in this study.
I am seeking at least 150 adults (200 adults maximum), to participate in this study. There
are 3 basic questions that a person must be able to answer YES to, in order to be eligible
to participate in this study:
1. Are you a current or former participant in the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation
Program?
2. Were you released from prison before June 1, 2008?
3. From the day that you were released from prison, did you remain out of prison for at
least 3 years straight, without being arrested, convicted, or returned to jail or prison for




If a person is interested in participating in this study and CAN ANSWER YES to all 3 of
these questions, then he or she is eligible to be given a survey to fill out. If the person
CANNOT ANSWER YES to all 3 questions, then he or she is not eligible to participate
in this study.
Here are some examples:
If someone was released from prison in April of 2005, but was arrested for any reason
between April 2005 and April 2008 - which would be a full 3 year period - then this
person could not participate in this study.
If someone was released from prison in April of 2005 and did not get arrested at all,
between April 2005 and April 2008 - which would be a full 3 year period - then this
person could participate in this study.
If someone was released from prison any time between June 1, 2008 and the current date,
this person could not participate in this study because I am only seeking people who have
been out of prison for at least 3 years straight, without any arrests or returns to prison
during that 3 year period right after being released from prison.
If someone has been to prison more than one time, they can still participate in this study
if:
a) their last prison release was before June 1, 2008,
b) they are current or former participants in the Adaptation and Social Rehabilitation
Program, and
c) they have not been rearrested for any reason, for 3 years straight, since the last time
that they were released from prison.
If you have any questions about who can and cannot participate in this study, please





MEMO 2 TO EMBASSY OF GOD LEADERSHIP (RUSSIAN TRANSLATION)
JXara: 17 HOfl6pa 2011
KoMy: KoHCTaHTHH Datsyk, IIocojibCTBO Boacbe KanejiJiaH MHHHCTepcTBa
TaTbaHa EropoBa, IIocojibCTBO Eoacbe
Gladiy, nocojibCTBo Eoacbe
Konna: nacTop CaH^efi Ajjejiajraca, IIocojibCTBO Bo»be CTapuiHH nacTop
H3: JJaHH3Jib FIot Whylly, acnnpaHT
Kto Mo»eT yqacTBOBaTb b 3tom
Ha3BaHHe 3Toro HaynHoro
OKjry 3KC-yronoBHHKOB h aH3aHH HeTpajiHUHOHHbix IIporpaMMa
b EBponeHCKOM CTpaHa YicpaHHa
ft noHTy ITocojibCTBa Boacbero npcucTaBHTejin b o6men cjio^hocth 200 o6cneaoBaHHH.
ripe^cTaBHTejiH 6y^eT oTBenaTb 3a c6op Bcex onpocoB po3aaHbi jho^hm, KOTopbie
HHTepecyioTca h HMeiomnx npaBO Ha ynacTHe b
Si nmy He MeHee 150 B3pocjibix (200 B3pocjibix MaKCHMyM), npHHjm. ynacTHe b 3tom
. EcTb 3 ochobhwx Bonpoca, mto HejioBeK aoJi»ceH 6biTb b coctohhhh
J\A, flJia Toro, HTo6bi HMeTb npaBO yqacTBOBaTb b stom
1. Bbi HbmeiiiHHX hjih 6biBiiiHX ynacTHHKOB aflanTauHfl h couHajibHaa nporpaMMa pea6HJiHTauHH?
2. Bw 6biJiH ocBo6oacaeHbi H3 TiopbMbi no 1 hiohjj 2008
3. B .zieHb, Kor^a bw 6bijiH ocBo6o*yieHbi H3 TiopbMbi, He TaK jih ocTaBaTbca Ha
b TeneHHe 3 jieT noapa^, He 6yuyHH apecTOBaH, ocy»caeH, hjih BO3BpameH b TiopbMy




Ecjih hcjiobck 3aHHTepecoBaH b ynacTHH b ^aHHOM HccjieaoBaHHH, h momcct
JIA Ha Bce Tpn H3 3thx BonpocoB, to oh hjih OHa HMeeT npaBO 6biTb
HcaieflOBaHHe, hto6h 3anojiHHTb. Ecjih nejioBeK He mohcct OTBeTHTb JXA Ha Bce 3
Bonpoca, to oh hjih OHa He hmciot npaBa ynacTBOBaTb b stom HcarieaoBaHHH.
Bot HecKOJibKO npHMepoB:
Ecjih kto-to 6hji ocBo6o)KfleH H3 TiopbMbi b anpene 2005 roaa, ho 6hji apecTOBaH no
jik)6oh npHHHHe b nepnofl c anpejia 2005 ro;ja h anpejie 2008 ro^a - KOTopbifi 6hji 6bi
nonHbiH 3-JieTHHH nepnofl, - to stot nenoBeK He MO»ceT ynacTBOBaTb b stom
Ecjih kto-to 6bm ocBo6o»meH H3 TiopbMbi b anpejie 2005 ro^a h He nojiyHHJi apecTOBaH
Ha Bcex, b nepHOfl c anpejia 2005 roaa h anpejie 2008 rojia - KOTopbifi 6wji 6bi
3-neTHHH nepnoa - Toraa stot qejioseK Mor ynacTBOBaTb b 3tom
Ecjih kto-to 6bm ocBo6o>K£eH H3 TiopbMbi b jiioGoe BpeMa b nepno^ c 1 hiohh 2008
H
TeKymyio aaTy, 3tot nejiOBeK He Mo»ceT ynacTBOBaTb b stom HccneaoBaHHH, noTOMy hto
a
TOJibKo HmeT jnoaefl, KOTopbie 6biJiH H3 TiopbMbi b TeneHHe 3 neT nojipsiji, 6e3 KaKHx-
jih6o
apecTax hjih BO3BpamaeT b TiopbMy 3a 3to 3-jieTHHfi nepnoa cpa3y nocjie
0CB0603KaeHHa H3 TiopbMbi.
Ecjih kto-to 6hji b TiopbMe 6ojibiue, neM oahh pa3, ohh Bce paBHo Moryr ynacTBOBaTb b
3TOM HCCJie^OBaHHH, eCJIH!
a) hx nocjieflHHH pejiH3 TiopbMa ro 1 HiOHa 2008 rojia
6) ohh aBJiaioTca fleficTByiomHMH hjih 6biBuiHMH ynacTHHKaMH a^anTauHH h
counajibHOH nporpaMMbi pea6HJiHTau,HH, a TaKace
b) ohh He 6hjih BHOBb apecTOBaHH no jiio6oh npHHHHe, b TeneHne 3 JieT
pa3, Kor^a ohh 6biJiH ocBo6o«aeHbi H3 TiopbMbi.
Ecjih y Bac bo3hhkjih Bonpocbi o tom, kto mohcct h He MO»eT ynacTBOBaTb b stom
HCCJie^oBaHHH, noHcajiyficTa, CBajKHTecb co mhoh, acnnpaHType, Ha
daniellesweatrajyahoo.com hjih C1IIA Tejie(J)OHy 1 -404 - 468-5668.
FIot Whylly
APPENDIX F
MEMO 2 TO EMBASSY OF GOD LEADERSHIP (UKRAINIAN TRANSLATION)
JXara: 17 jiHCTona,aa2011
KoMy: Kocthhthh Datsyk, IIocojibCTBo Boace icanejiaH MmicTepCTBa
Tcnma GropoBa, IIocojibCTBo Eoace
Gladiy, noconbCTBO Eoace
Konia: nacTop CaHaefi AjienajiyKa, IIocojibCTBo Boace cTapuiHH nacTop
3: JXamenh IIot Whylly, acnipaHT
mo^o: Xto M05Ke 6paTH ynacrb y
Ha3Ba uboro HayKOBoro aocjiiA»eHH« e:
3B?fl3Ky Misc eKc-KpHMiHajibHHiciB i ^H3aHH HeTpaAHuiiiHHx IlporpaMa
pea6ijiiTaui"i b GBponeficbKOMy Kpama yKpaiHH
nouny IlocoiibCTBa Bo^coro npe^cTaBHHKH b uinoiviy 200 oGcTe^ceHb.
ianoBiaaTH 3a 36ip Bcix onHTyBaHb po3^aHi mojuiM, hkj uiKaBJiaTbca i MaioTb
npaBO Ha ynacTb y aaHOMy AocjiiA»ceHHi.
JI myKaio He MeHUie 150 ^opocuHx (200 aopocjiHx MaKCHMyM), B3aTH ynacTb b
AOCJii^*eHHi. G 3 ochobhhx nHTaHHH, mo mo^HHa noBHHHa 6yTH b 3MO3i B
TAK, ana Toro, mo6 MaTH npaBO 6paTH yqacTb y ubOMy
1. Bh HHHiuiHix a6o kojihiuhIx yqacHHKiB aaanTauia i couia^bHa nporpaMa pea6ijiiTauii?
2. Bh 6yjiH 3BijibHeHi 3 b'sohhiu ^o 1 nepBHH 2008 pony?
3. y aeHb, kojih bh 6yjiH 3BinbHeHi 3 b'h3hhiu, hh He TaK 3anHinaTHca Ha Boni npoTaroM
3 poKiB nocninb, He Gyaynn 3aapeuiTOBaHHH, 3acya»ceHHH, a6o noBepHyTHH y bih3hhuio
a6o b'jbhhuio 3a 6y^b-flKi CTapi a6o hobj 3jiohhhh?




Ha Bci TpH 3 uhx nHTaHh, to sin hh BOHa Mae npaBO 6yrH aaHO AOcniaKeHHa, mo6
3aiIOBHHTH. ilKIUO JHO,ZJHHa He MOMCe BiflllOBiCTH TAK Ha BCi 3 nHTaHHH, TO BiH HH BOHa
He MaioTb npaBa 6paTH yqacn. b UbOMy
Ocb aeKinbKa npHKjia,zn'B:
xTocb 6yB 3BijibHeHHH 3 B'joHHui b KBiTHi 2005 poKy, ajie 6yB 3aapeuiTOBaHHH 3a
6yzib-HKo'i npHHHHH b nepioa 3 KBiTHfl 2005 poKy i KBiTHi 2008 pony - hkhh 6yB 6h
H 3-piHHHH nepioa, - to uh jiKWHHa He Mo»e 6para ynacTb y i
XTOCb 6yB 3BijIbHeHHH 3 b'83HHLU B KBiTHi 2005 pOKy i He OTpHMaB
3aapeuiTOBaHHH Ha Bcix, b nepioa 3 KBiTHfl 2005 poKy i KBiTHi 2008 poKy - flKHfi 6yB 6h
3-piHHHH nepioa - To^i iw jno^HHa Morjia 6paTH ynacTb b uboiviy ii
XTOCb 6yB 3BijibHeHHfi 3 B'fl3HHui b 6y#b-flKHH nac b nepioA 3 1 qepBHH 2008 pony
i noToiHy jiary, ua jiioaHHa He Moace 6paTH ynacTb b ubOMy flocjiiflaceHHi, TOMy mo a
TijIbKH
uiyKae jnoaefi, flKi 6yjiH 3 B'fl3HHqi npoTaroM 3 poKiB nocnijib, 6e3 6y^b-flKHX apeuiTH
a6o
noBepTae y b'jbhhiuo 3a ue 3-pinHHH nepioa Biapa3y nic^a 3BijibHeHHfl 3 B'fl3HHui.
XTOCb 6yB y b'jbhhuj 6kbiue, Hiac o^hh pa3, bohh Bee o^ho Moacyrb 6para
a) ix ocTaHHifi peni3 B'fl3HHUfl no 1 HepBHfl 2008
6) bohh e fliioHHMH a6o KOJiHuiHiMH ynacHHKaMH a^anTauii Ta couiajibHoi nporpaMH
pea6ijiiTauii, a
b) bohh He 6yjiH 3HOBy apeuiTOBaHi 3a 6yzib-flKoi' npHHHHH, npoTaroM 3 poKiB nocnijib,
OCKijlbKH OCTaHHiH pa3, KOJTH BOHH 6yjIH 3BijIbHeHi 3 B'«3HHUi.
y Bac bhhhkjth nHTaHHfl npo Te, xto MO»e i He Moace 6paTH yqacTb y
y^b jiacKa, 3B'a»(iTbCfl 3i mhoio, acnipaHTypi, Ha




SURVEY CONSENT FORM (ENGLISH)
A STUDY OF THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN EX-FELONS
AND THE DESIGN OF A NON-TRADITIONAL REHABILITATION
PROGRAM IN THE EUROPEAN COUNTRY OF UKRAINE
You are invited to participate in a study that seeks to explain the nontraditional
faith-based program design associated with the successful rehabilitation of ex-felons in
the European country of Ukraine. This study includes a questionnaire with eighteen (18)
questions and a consent form. The Embassy of the Blessed Kingdom of God for All
Nations (or "Embassy of God") has been selected to participate in this study, based on
the reported success of the Social Work Department/Ministry's Adaptation and Social
Rehabilitation Project.
There are no known risks to participants who agree to take part in this research.
There are no known personal benefits to participants who agree to take part in this
research. However, it is my hope that those who participate in this study will help expand
knowledge in the field of social work education, research, and policy development,
related to ex-felon reintegration and faith-based programming in the United States.
All responses to this questionnaire will remain confidential. Participation in this
study is voluntary. If participants have more questions about the study, they may contact
me, Danielle Sweat Whylly, the principal investigator, by e-mail at:
daniellesweat(ajyahoo.com, or by U.S. telephone number at: 1 (404) 468-5668. If there
are any questions now, or later, about the rights of research participants, contact Dr.
Georgianna Bolden at the Office of Sponsored Programs at 1 (404) 880-6979 or Dr. Paul
I. Musey at 1 (404) 880-6829, at Clark Atlanta University.
My signature below verifies that I have read the statement above and agree to
participate in this research project.
Print Name of Participant Signature of Participant Date
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APPENDIX H
SURVEY CONSENT FORM (RUSSIAN TRANSLATION)
HCCJIE^OBAHHE ACCOLJHAIJHH aiewfly 3kc->tojiobhhkob
H £H3AHH HETPAflHUHOHHAJI PEAEHJIHTAIJHH
IIPOrPAMMA B eBponeftcKOH CTpaHe YKPAHHbl
IIpHrjiamaeM Bac npHHaTb yHacrae b HCCJieaoBaHHH, KOTopoe nbiTaeTca o6tacHHTb
HeTpaanuHOHHbie peJinrHO3Hbie pa3pa6oTKH nporpaMMbi CBa3aHa c ycneumofi
pea6HJiHTauHH 6wbuihx yrojiOBHHKOB b eBponeflcKOH CTpaHe YicpaHHe. 3to
HccjieaoBaHHe BKjnoqaeT b ce6a aHKeTbi c BoceMHajmara (18) h $opMy
HH(J)opMHpoBaHHoro corjiacHa. IIocojibCTBO 6jiarocjiOBeHHoro IJapcTBa Eoacbero
Bcex HapoflOB (hjih «IIocojibCTBO Bo»cbe») 6hji Bbi6paH jyisi yqacTHa b stom
HCCJie^OBaHHH, Ha ocHOBe coo6iuhjih ycnexa counajibHOH pa6oTbi
MHHHCTepcTBa couHajibHOH a^anTauHH h
EcTb He npeACTaBJiaeT onacHOCTH ajia ynacTHHKOB, KOTopwe coraacaTca npHHHTb
yqacTHe b stom HCCJie^oBaHHH. EcTb He H3BecTHbi jihhhoh Bbiroaw JUia yiacTHHKOB,
KOTopbie coraacaTca npHHaTb ynacTHe b 3tom HCCJieflOBaHHH. TeM He MeHee, a
mto Te, kto ynacTByeT b stoh pa6oTe 6yaeT cnocoGcTBOBaTb pacmnpeHHio 3HaHHfi b
o6nacTH o6pa3OBaHHa b o6nacTH counajibHOH pa6oTbi, HaynHbix nccjieaoBaHHH h
pa3pa6oTKe hojihthkh, cBa3aHHoft c 3Kc-yrojioBHHK peHHTerpauHH h pejiHrno3Hbix
nporpaMM b CoeaHHeHHbix IllTaTax.
Bee OTBeTbi Ha stot BonpocHHK ocTaHeTca KOH(J)HaeHUHajibHOH. YnacTHe b
aBJiaeTca ^o6poBOJibHbiM. Ecjih y ynacraHKOB ecTb Bonpocw no
, ohh Moryr CBa33Tbca co mhoh, flaHHSJib IIot Whylly, rjiaBHbiii
, no ajieKTpoHHOH noHTe no aapecy: daniellesweat@yahoo.com hjih HOMep
TeJie(J)OHa b CIIIA: 1 (404) 468-5668. Ecjih ecTb KaKHe-jin6o Bonpocbi cefinac, hjih
no3Hce, o npaBax yqacTHHKOB nccjieaoBaHHa, cBaacHTecb c aoktopom Georgianna
Boji^eH b YnpaBJieHHH PeKjiaMHbie nporpaMMbi Ha 1 (404) 880-6979 hjih aoKTopa
IlaBJia I. Musey no Tejie(J)OHy 1 (404) 880 - 6829, b Clark Atlanta University.
Moa noflriHCb HHace npoBepaeT, hto a npoHHTaji Bbime 3aaBJieHHe h corjiacne Ha
ynacTHe b 3tom Hccjie^oBaTejibCKOM npoeKTe.
HMa yqacTHHKa no^nncb ynacTHHKa
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APPENDIX I
SURVEY CONSENT FORM (UKRAINIAN TRANSLATION)
CJim^KEHH-H ACOUIAmi p
I £H3AHH HETPA^HIJIHHA PEABUIITAUII
IIPOrPAMA y eBponeficbKiH Kpaim YKPAIHA
3anpomyeMO Bac b3«th ynacTb b flocjiiAaceHm, aice HaMaraeTbCfl noacHHTH
HeTpa^HuiflHi penirifiHi po3po6KH nporpaMH noB'a3aHa 3 ycniuiHOio pea6ijiiTain"i
kojihihiux KpHMiHanbHHKiB b eBponeficbKifi Kpami YicpaiHa. U,e flocjiwaceHHa BKjnonae b
ce6e aHKeTH 3 BiciMHaflusTH (18) i (J)opMy iH(})opMOBaHOi 3roan. IIocojibCTBO
6jiarocjiOBeHHoro II,apcTBa Boacoro jinn Bcix Hapo^iB (a6o «IIocojibCTBO Boace») 6yB
oSpaHHH fljia ynacTi b iibOMy ^ocjiia»ceHHi, Ha ochobI noBiflOMHJiH ycnixy couiajibHoi
Po6oth aenapiaMeHTy / MimcTepcTBa couianbHOi aaaniaijii ra pea6iniTauii.
G He npejj,CTaBJiae He6e3neKH fljra ynacHHKiB, »Ki noro^HTbca b3sth y^acTb b
i. G He BiflOMi oco6hctoi BHro^H ana ynacHHKiB, flKi noroa«TbCfl b3hth
b ubOMy ^ocjiia»ceHHi. Thm He MeHin, a cnoAisaiocfl, mo Ti, xto 6epe ynacTb y
l po6oTi 6y^e cnpnaTH po3uiHpeHHK) 3HaHb b rajiy3i ocBiTH b rany3i ii"
PO6OTH, HayKOBHX AOCJliOTCeHb Ta p03po6KH nOJliTHKH, nOB'«3aHOl 3
peiHTerpauji Ta pejiiriHHHX nporpaM b CnojiyneHnx IIlTaTax.
Yci Bi^noBiAi Ha uefi 3anHTajibHHK 3ajiHiuHTbCH KOH(J)iAeHaiHHOK). YnacTb b
aocjiia^eHHi e aoSpoBijibHOio. .HKinp b yqacHHRiB e nHTaHHa 3 npHBoay
BOHH MOMCyTb 3B'fl3aTHCfl 3\ MHOK), J\eLB\ejlh HOT Whylly, rOJIOBHHH i
e^eKTpoHHoio noniToio 3a aapecoio: daniellesweat@yahoo.com a6o HOMep Tejie4>oHy b
CIIIA: 1 (404) 468-5668. -flicmo BHHHKaioTb nHTaHHH 3apa3, *m ni3Hiuie, npo npaBa
ynacHHKiB aocjii^aceHHH, 3B'aaciTbca 3 ^OKTopoM Georgianna Bojiach b YnpaBJiiHHi
PemiaMHi nporpaMH Ha 1 (404) 880-6979 a6o AOKTOpa ITaBJia I. Musey no Tejie(})OHy 1
(404) 880 - 6829, b Clark Atlanta University.
Mm niOTHC HHacne nepeBipae, mo a npoHHTaB BHme 3a»By i 3roay Ha ynacTb b
i npoeKTi.




A Survey of Ex-Felons in the Social Adaptation and Rehabilitation Project
Section I: Demographic Information
Place a mark ( x ) next to the appropriate item. Choose only one answer for each
statement.
1. My age group: 1) 20-29 2) 30-39 3) 40-49 4) 50-59
5) 60+
2. My gender: 1) Male 2) Female
3. Marital status: 1) Married 2) Never Married 3) Divorced
4) Widowed
4. My race: 1) Native Ukrainian 2) Immigrant 3) Other
5. My ethnicity: 1) White 2) Black 3) Latino 4) Other
6. Prison sentence: 1) Under 1 yr 2) 1 -3yrs 3) 4-6yrs
4) 7-1 Oyrs 5) Over 1 Oyrs
7. Time served: 1) Under lyr 2) l-3yrs 3) 4-6yrs 4) 7-10yrs
5) Over lOyrs
8. My current employment status: 1) Employed 2) Unemployed
9.1 am a member of the Embassy of God church: 1) Yes 2) No





The following statements are designed to get your opinion about your social
rehabilitation experience. Write the appropriate number (1,2, 3 or 4) in the blank space
in front of each statement on the questionnaire. Please respond to all questions.
1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Agree 4 = Strongly Agree
11. My family supported me while I was in prison.
12.1 knew about the church program while I was in prison.
13. The church program staff helped me with my rehabilitation.
14. The Social Adaptation and Rehabilitation Project helped me to stay out of
prison.
15. Spiritual transformation is a strong factor in my reintegration into society.
16. My spiritual transformation is more powerful than my fear of punishment.
17. The church program restored my sense of self-worth.
18. My community has accepted me back as a member in good standing now.
APPENDIX K
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE (RUSSIAN TRANSLATION)
O6cjieAOBaHHe 3KC-yrojioBHHKOB b couHajibHofi a,aanTauHH h
MH<|)opMauiisi
ITocTaBbTe 3HaK (x), pa^OM c cooTBeTCTByiomHM nyHKTOM. Bbi6epHTe miibKO
onepaTopa.
1. Moh BO3pacTHOH rpynnbi: 1) 20-29 2) 30-39 3) 40-49 4) 50-59
5) 60 +
2. Moh noji: 1) IlapHeM 2) 5Kchckhh
3. CeMeiiHoe nojioaceHHe: 1) aceHaT 2) He coctohbiiihx b 6paKe
3) Pa3Be,neH 4)
4. MoaroHKa: 1) Po;jhoh YicpaHHCKOH 2) HMMHrpaHTOB 3) Jlpyrae
5. Moa 3THHHecKaa: 1) Eenaa 2) HepHbifi 3) Latino 4)
6. TiopeMHbiH npnroBop: 1) B 1 roa 2) 1 -3yrs 3) 4-6yrs
4) 7-1 Oyrs 5) 6ojiee 1 Oyrs
7. BpeMa cjijokhjih: 1) B 1 roj 2) l-3yrs 3) 4-6yrs 4) 7-1 Oyrs
5) 6ojiee lOyrs
8. Moh TeicymHH cTaTyc 3aHaTOCTH: 1) 3aHaTbie 2) 6e3pa6oTHbix
9. SI aBJiarocb qjieHOM IlocojibCTBO Bo»be: 1) fla 2) HeT





HHcrpyKUHH npeAHa3HaHeHbi BbicnyiiiaTb Bame mhchhc o BauieM
onbiTe pea6HJiHTauHH. HanncaTb cooTBeTCTByiomee hhcjio (1, 2, 3 hjih 4) b
nycToe npocTpaHCTBo nepca, Kaac^biM 3aaBJieHHeM no aHKeTe. Ilo^ajiyHCTa, OTBeTbTe Ha
Bee Bonpocw.
1 = IlojiHocTbio He corjiaceH 2 = He corjiaceH 3 = CorjiacHTecb 4 =
corjiaceH
11. Moa ceMb» noanep»cajia mchh, nor^a a dun b iropbMe.
12. H 3Haji o uepKBH nporpaMMa, Koraa a 6bm b TiopbMe.
13. CoTpyflHHKH uepKBH nporpaMMa noMor^a MHe c Moefi
14.CouHanbHOH a^anTauHH h pea6HJiHTauHH noMorjio MHe ^epacaTbca no/iajibiue
OT TIOpbMbl.
15. JlyxoBHaa TpaHC<J)opiviauHa aBJiaeTca CHJibHbiM (J)aKTopoM b
b o6mecTBO.
16. Moa ayxoBHaa TpaHC^opMaiiHa aBJiaeTca 6oJiee moiuhmm, HeM cipax
17. U,epKOBb BOCCTaHOBJieHa ??nporpaMMa Moe nyBCTBO co6cTBeHHoro
^OCTOHHCTBa.
18. Moa oGmHHa npHHHJia MeHa b KanecTBe HJieHa b xopomeM nojio»eHHH
APPENDIX L
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE (UKRAINIAN TRANSLATION)
O6cTe>KeHHfl eicc-KpHMiHajibHHKiB y couiajibHifi aflarrrauii xa pea6ijiiTauii
Po3aiJi I: ,HeMorpa<|>iHHa
IlocTaBTe 3HaK (x), nopyn 3 BiflnoBinHHM nyHKTOM. BnSepiTb TijibKH
KoacHoro onepaTopa.
1. Mm BiKOBoi rpynn: 1) 20-29 2) 30-39 3) 40-49 4) 50-59
5) 60 +
2. Mift nan: 1) IlapHeM 2) >KiHOHa
3. CiMeftHHH CTaH: 1) oapyweHHH 2) He nepe6yBanH b mjiK)6i
3) po3JiyHeHHH 4)
4. Mofl roHKa: 1) PiflHoi YKpaiHCbKOi 2) iMMirpaHTiB 3) Ihuij
5. Moh erainHa: 1) Bijia 2) HopHHH 3) Latino 4) Imui
6. TiopeMHHH bhpok: 1) B 1 pk 2) l-3yrs 3) 4-6yrs 4) 7-10yrs
5) 6ijibiu lOyrs
7. Mac cjijokhjih: 1) B 1 piK 2) l-3yrs 3) 4-6yrs 4) 7-10yrs
5) 6inbiu lOyrs
8. Mifi noTOHHHH CTaTyc 3aHHHTOCTi: 1) 3aftHHTi 2) 6e3po6iTHHX
9. 5i e HjieHOM IlocojibCTBO Bo»ce: 1) Tax 2) Hi





HacTynHi 3b1th noBHHHi BHCJiyxaTH Bauiy .nyMicy npo Bam coiuanbHHH jiocbiji
pea6ijiiTanii. HanncaTH BizjnoBijme hhcjio (1, 2,3 a6o 4) y nopcoKHifi npocrip
kohchhm 3aaBOK) 3a aHKeToio. Eyab JiacKa, .gafiTe Bi^noBiAb Ha Bci
1 = IIoBHicTio He 3rojeH 2 = He 3rojeH 3 = IIorojbTecH 4 = IIoBHicTio 3rojeH
11. Moa poflHHa nwTpHMajia MeHe, kojih h 6yB y B'a3HHui.
12. R 3HaB npo uepKBy nporpaMa, kojih a 6yB y b'h3hhu1.
13. CniBpo6tiHHKH uepKBH nporpaMa aonoMorjia MeHi 3 mocio peaGiniTauii.
14. CouiajibHoi" aAanTauii Ta pea6iniTauii Aonoiworxio MeHi TpHMaTHca noaani Bia
B?H3HHUi.
15. flyxoBHa TpaHC(J)opMauia e chjibhhm (})aKTopoM b MoeMy peiHTerpauii b
cycnijibCTBO.
16. Moh ^yxoBHa TpaHC(J)opMaui» e Gijibiu noTy»(HHM, Hix CTpax noKapaHHfl.
17. IJepKBa BiAHOBJieHa ??npoq)aMa moc noHyrra BJiacHoi ri/jHOCTi.
18. Moh rpoMa^a npHHHHJia MeHe b HKOCTi HJieHa b xopouioMy CTaHOBHmi 3apa3.
APPENDIX M
SPSS PROGRAM ANALYSIS
TITLE 'SURVEY OF EX-FELONS IN SOCIAL ADAPTATION AND REHABILITATION1
SURVEY OF EX-FELONS IN SOCIAL ADAPTATION AND REHABILITATION
SUBTITLE 'Danielle Sweat Whylly- CAU Social Work PhD Program'.
SURVEY OF EX-FELONS IN SOCIAL ADAPTATION AND REHABILITATION































































































































AGEGRP 'Ql My age group'
GENDER 'Q2 My gender'
MARITAL 'Q3 Marital Status'
RACE 'Q4 My Race'
ETHNIC 'Q5 My Ethnicity'
PRISON 'Q6 Prison sentence'
TSERVED 'Q7 Time served'
EMPLOY 'Q8 My current employment status'
CHURCH 'Q9 I am a member of the Embassy of God church'
BELIEF 'Q10 My spiritual belief is'
SUPPORT 'Qll My family supported me while I was in prison'
PROGRAM 'Q12 I knew about the church program while I was in prison'
STAFF 'Q13 The church program staff helped me with my rehabilitation'
REHAB 'Q14 The Social Adaptation and Rehabilitation Project helped me to
stay out of prison'
FACTOR 'Q15 Spiritual transformation is a strong factor in my
reintegration into society'
POWERFUL 'Q16 My spiritual transformation is more powerful than my fear
of punishment'
RESTORED 'Q17 The church program restored my sense of self-worth1












































































































































AGEGRP GENDER MARITAL RACE ETHNIC PRISON
TSERVED EMPLOY CHURCH BELIEF SUPPORT PROGRAM STAFF

































































































/VARIABLES AGEGRP GENDER MARITAL RACE ETHNIC PRISON
TSERVED EMPLOY CHURCH BELIEF SUPPORT PROGRAM STAFF
REHAB FACTOR POWERFUL RESTORED ACCEPTED
/STATISTICS = DEFAULT.
APPENDIX N
FIGURES 1 & 2
TIME
Figure 1. Conceptual Model of Offender Reentry
(Serin, Lloyd, & Hanby, 2010)
Figure 2. The Ecological Model
(Okun & Kantrowitz, 2008 - adapted from Knoff, 1986)
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